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A numerical study to determine the temperature distribution
 
in the guide vane blades of a radial inflow turbine is pre­
sented. A computer program has been developed which permits
 
the temperature distribution to be calculated when this blade
 
is cooled internally using a combination of impingement and
 
.film cooling techniques. The study is based on the use of the
 
finite difference method in a two dimensional heat conduction
 
problem. The results are then compared to determine the best
 






The power output of a gas turbine is directly proportional
 
to its inlet gas temperature. The inlet temperature of a gas
 
turbine is controlled however by metallurgical limitations.
 
Hence, effective cooling of the turbine blades would consi­
derably improve the power output by allowing higher inlet gas
 
temperatures. Thermal stresses can be minimized by reducing
 
temperature gradients in the blade. This can be accomplished
 
by matching the coolant distribution and internal heat transfer
 
coefficients with the external heat flux distribution to achieve
 
the desired temperature distribution. The cooling of a turbine
 
blade therefore serves two purposes:
 








There have been several experimental and theoretical
 
studies dealing with turbine cooling. A good discussion of
 
the different cooling techniques, namely convection, trans­
piration and film cooling is given in Reference (11. References
 
[2,3, 	4,5]present a review of the present state of the art
 
for 	the internal cooling of turbine nozzles in aircraft appli­
cations. Okapuu and Calvert [3] have presented design
 
features of the turbine and the results of thermal and stress
 
analyses of its components. Kuhl [6] reported temperature
 
measurements obtained within the cooled and uncooled turbine
 
blades. Hamed, Baskharone and Tabakoff [7] investigated the
 
temperature distribution in the rotor of a radial inflow
 
turbine. Tabakoff and Clevenger (8] carried out an experimental
 
investigation of heat transfer characteristics for various
 




representing the leading edge of a cooled blade. Metzger,
 
Yamashita and Jenkins [91 have experimentally investigated
 
the heat transfer characteristics between single lines of
 
circular jets and concave cylindrical surfaces. Kercher and
 
Tabakoff [0] studied the heat transfer by a square .array of
 
round jets impinging perpendicular to a flat surface. Chupp,
 
Helms, McFadden and Brown [i!] were concerned with impinging
 
characteristics of a concave surface sized to match the
 
leading edge of a typical turbine blade.
 
Experimental development work for blade cooling techniques
 
is very expensive. it also does not provide a deeper insight
 
into the local physical interrelations owing to the complex
 
measuring techniques involved. Computational methods can
 
therefore be developed to provide valuable information about
 
the temperature distributions resulting from the different
 
cooling techniques. In the present study a numerical method
 
is developed to determine the temperature field in a radial
 
turbine guide vane blade. This analysis is based on the finite
 
difference method in the two dimensional conduction problem.
 
A computer program has been developed for calculating the
 
temperature distribution throughout the blade section. Some of
 
the available experimental test results are drawn on to back
 
up the theoretical procedure.
 
The blade profile used in the present investigation is
 
shown in Figure 1. The computations are carried out to deter­
mine the resulting temperature distribution when this blade
 
is cooled internally using a combination of impingement and
 
film cooling techniques. The impingement tube configuration
 
and the position of coolant discharge slot were varied to
 
study their effects on the blade temperature distribution.
 







A radial turbine guide vane blade does not usually
 
experience high axial temperature gradients at its inlet.
 
The heat conducted to the two guide vane back plates is
 
also small. The use of a two dimensional solution to
 






Under the steady state conditions and assuming that the
 
conductivity of the material is constant, the differential
 
equation governing the temperature distribution in the turbine
 
blade is given by:
 




There are three different types of boundary conditions
 




i) 	The boundary conditions on the gas side surface
 




ii) 	 The boundary conditions on the gas side surface
 
at points downstream of the slot.
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_T is the temperature gradient normal to the surface.
 
he 	 represents the local convective heat transfer 
coefficient evaluated at the reference stream 
temperature, T . 
Ts 	 is the local temperature on the blade surface.
 
The value of the reference stream temperature Te, depends upon
 
the type of the boundary point. In the case of a point on
 
the hot gas surface which is not affected by the coolant
 
discharge, the reference stream temperature takes the value
 
of the free stream gas temperature, T . if the point happens
 g
 
to be on the coolant surface, then T assumes the value of
 e 
the temperature of the coolant, T . on the other hand, if the
c 
point is downstream of the point of coolant discharge, the
 




in this section, the differential equation (1)and
 
the boundary condition, equation (2), are recast into a
 
finite difference form which will be solved using an iterative,
 
successive over relaxation technique. Referring to Figure 2,
 
for the mesh point P(i,j), its neighboring points A and C
 
are situated at El and E2 fractions of DX and points B and
 
D are situated at 61 and 62 fractions of DY. The following
 
finite-difference equation is obtained by expressing the
 
temperatures at A, B, C and D in terms of the temperature at P:
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The above equation can be written in the following more con­
venient form:
 
T Ti-l,J + Ti+l, + DX 2 T.
 








- +D 2 ___. (5) 
For equally spaced grid lines the factors 1, 2, 6l and 62 will
 
be equal to unity and the equations (4) and (5) will reduce
 
to the following form:
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Referring to Figure 3, the convective boundary condition,
 
represented by equation (2), is used to evaluate the temperature
 
at point D on the blade surface. If NDN' is the normal at
 
the boundary point D in Figure 3, then the finite-difference
 










where TD is the temperature at point D
 
TN is the temperature at point N
 
DN is the distance between points D and N..
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COOLING CONFIGURATION
 
The purpose of the present investigation is to predict the
 
temperature distribution in a radial turbine guide vane blade,
 
using different cooling techniques. The present chapter is
 
intended to give the description of the various cooling con­




The nozzle blade, due to its small size, presents a formidable
 
design challange. The internal cooling passage configuration
 
producing a satisfactory vane temperature distribution is one of
 
considerable complexity. Various investigators have pointed
 
out that transpiration cooling is the most effective means
 
of cooling turbine blades. Unfortunately, such cooling system
 
is very complicated from the mechanical point of view. One way
 
to avoid these difficulties and in the meantime retain a high
 
cooling efficiency, is offered by the simultaneous application
 
of impingement and film cooling (Figure 4a). This is accomplished
 
by placing a tube inside the hollow airfoil and orienting the
 
tube sucly that a series of holes machined into the tube are
 
opposite the inner surface of the blade wall. Cooling air intro­
duced into the tube (Figure 4b) exits through the holes as a
 
series of jets directed towards the inner surface. The cooling
 
air can later be ejected through a slot near the blade trailing
 
edge, to provide film cooling.
 
Figures 5A and 5B show schematically the four different
 
impinging jet geometries which were investigated in the present
 
study. A schematic representation of the three different slot
 




The impingement tubes are identified by a number (1, 2, 3 or 4)
 
and the slot positions are identified by a letter (A, B or D).
 
In a particular cooling configuration one of the coolant
 
discharge slot geometries is used in conjunction with one of
 
the impingement tubes. A particular cooling configuration will
 
therefore be identified by a combination of a letter and a
 
number. Table 1 gives a description of the seven cooling
 
configurations investigated. In all cases the mass flow rate
 
of coolant constituted 3% of the main flow rate.
 
Once the blade geometry and its cooling configuration are
 
defined, the external and internal flow parameters can be
 




Slot Impingement Cooling Description of the Cooling System 
Position Tube No. System 
A 1 Al The coolant is injected through a 
spanwise slot in the insert and is 
discharged on the lower surface. 
A 2 A2 The coolant is injected through a 
spanwise slot in the insert and is 
discharged on the lower surface. 
A 3 A3 The coolant is injected through a 
spanwise slot and an array of holes 
in the insert and is discharged 
on lower surface. 
B 2 B2 The coolant is injected through a 
spanwise slot in the insert and is 
discharged on the lower surface near 
trailing edge. 
B 3 B3 The coolant is injected through a 
spanwise slot and an array of holes 
in the insert and is discharged on 
the lower surface near trailing edge. 
B 4 B4 The coolant is injected through a 
spanwise slot and an array of holes 
(opposite suction side) in the 
insert and is discharged on the 
lower surface near trailing edge. 
C 3 C3 The coolant is injected through a 
spanwise slot and an array of holes 
in the insert and is discharged on 





In addition to the blade geometry, the values of the flow
 
velocity, reference stream temperature, heat transfer coefficient
 
over the entire blade surface, and the coolant mass flow dis­
tribution are required in the blade temperature computation.
 




For an essentially subsonic flow, the nozzle vane velocity
 
distribution can be obtained using the computer program of
 
Katsanis [12]. Knowing the velocity, the gas temperature can
 
then be calculated using the energy equation. In the present
 
analysis, the nozzle vane geometry and the main flow conditions
 
are taken similar to the experimental turbine of Reference
 
[5]. The flow channel between the two neighboring nozzle
 
vanes is shown in Figure 7. The flow accelerates on both the
 
pressure and suction surfaces, up to the throat. The dotted
 
line represents the sonic line for the operating conditions
 
under investigation. The flow experiences further acceleration
 
on the blade suction side up to the trailing edge. The gas
 
velocity, the gas temperature and the heat transfer coefficient
 
distributions over the nozzle vane surface under investigation
 
are shown in Figures 8, 9 and 10 respectively. This data was
 
available in the experimental turbine study of Reference [5].
 
The heat transfer coefficients of Figure 10 were obtained
 
without taking into consideration the effect of coolant discharge.
 
It has been shown in References [14] and [15] that the heat
 
transfer coefficient does not change appreciably in the presence
 
of film cooling, for low coolant mass flow rates. Figure 11
 
presents the ratio of the heat transfer coefficient h, obtained
 
with film cooling to the heat transfer coefficient h0 , without
 
film cooling plotted over the dimensionless distance d/w
 
downstream from the slot. This figure was plotted in Reference
 
[14] using the data of Reference [15] and is reproduced here.
 
The parameter on the curves is the ratio of the density pc times
 




pgu in the mainstream outside the boundary layer. It can be
 
observed that starting with a distance d/w = 22, the heat
 
transfer coefficient differs by less than 10 percent as long
 
as the ratio pcuc/p u is smaller than 1. In the present
 
investigation the mass flow rate of coolant constituted 3% of
 
the main flow rate and the ratio pcUc/p gug was less than 0.4.
 
This justifies the use of the same values of the convective
 
heat transfer coefficients of Figure 10, downstream of the
 
discharge slot. At these locations, the adiabatic wall
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and 	 n F is the film cooling effectiveness,
 
Taw is the adiabatic wall temperiture,
 
T9 is the temperature of the hot gas,
g
 
Ts is the temperature on the blade surface,
 
Cp 	 is the specific heat at constant pressure,
 
mc 	 is the coolant mass flow per unit length of the slot,
 
Pr 	 is the Prandtl number,
 
Re = 	mc/pc is the slot Reynolds number, 
u 	 is the velocity,
 






a is the ejection angle, 
P is the viscosity, 
p is the density, 
g subscript for the gas side parameter,
 
c 
 subscript for the coolant side parameter.
 
The physical properties of the coolant such as p, Cp, v depend
 
on the film coolant temperature TF. Initially this temperature
 
is assumed to be-constant and equal to the temperature of the
 
coolant in the impingement tube, Ti. Subsequently it is
 
corrected in the computer program and the temperature of the
 
coolant which increases from leading edge to trailing edge is
 
also obtained using the heat balance equations.
 
The convective heat transfer coefficient over the internal
 
blade surface, depends on the geometry of the impingement
 
tube as can be seen from Figures 12 through 15. impingement
 
tubes number one and two provide cooling only near the leading
 
edge with the rest of the internal passage being mainly cooled
 
by convection due to the coolant flow through the passage
 
between the impingementtube and the blade inner surface.
 
Impingement tubes number three and four with the arrays of
 
-round jets over the tube surface, in addition to the leading
 
edge slot provide impingement cooling over a larger portion
 
of the blade surface. It therefore results in higher values
 
of film coefficient (h) over the intermediate portion of the
 
internal cooling passage as shown in Figures 14 and 15. The
 
experimental results of Reference [8] were used for the
 
calculation of h at the leading edge in all cases. For
 
impingement tubes number three and four, the experimental data
 
of Reference [10] for jet arrays impingement in the coolant cross
 
flow was used. The forced convective heat transfer coefficients
 
due to the coolant flow either between impingement number two
 
and the blade inner surface or between the two internal blade
 
surfaces downstream of the tubes were calculated using the
 




Nu, = 0.014 Re 0 .81  (12)
 
The mean hydraulic diameter was used as the characteristic length
 
in the calculation of Nusselt and Reynolds numbers. The
 
above equation is based on the experimental work at Rolls Royce
 
and gives a value slightly higher (up to 5%) than the
 
traditional equation of Reference [19] which is
 
4 8
Nu = 0.023 Pr0 . Re0 . (13)
 
All the preliminary data necessary in the determination
 
of the temperature distribution in the blade cross-section
 
is now available. In the following chapter, the computer
 
program for blade temperature computations and its input
 




In the following, a description of the computer program, its
 
input and output and other information regarding its use will
 
be given. The program listing is given in Appendix A.
 
Main Program and Subroutines
 
There are two separate main programs listed in Appendix A.
 
The first program is concerned with the determination of temperature
 
distribution throughout the blade section having coolant discharge
 
on the blade outer lower surface (e.g., configurations Al, A2, A3,
 
B2, B3, B4). The second main program does the same job for the
 
blade section having coolant discharge on the blade outer upper
 
surface (e.g., configuration C3). Many of the computational patterns
 
are similar in the two main programs and it might seem that the two
 
could be efficiently combined. However, the differences are funda­
mental enough so that the cause of clarity is best served by keeping
 
them separate. One of the two main Programs is used along with all
 
the subroutines described later in this chapter, to obtain tem­
perature distribution throughout the blade section.
 
The main program begins by calling subroutine DATA. This
 




appropriate formats and description of the input are discussed
 
in sections (5.2) and (5.3). As an initial guess the temperatures
 
at all grid points are set to any convenient value. The program
 
then calls subroutine TEMAD which calculates the adiabatic wall
 
temperatures at points downstream from the slot using equation
 
(11). At points downstream from the slot, the gas temperatures
 
will be replaced by the corresponding adiabatic wall temperatures
 
in the main program.
 
The Gauss-Seidel iteration procedure is used to solve
 
equations (4) and (9), giving the better values of the temperatures
 
at the grid points. The convective boundary condition (equation 9)
 
is used to evaluate the temperature on the blade surface point
 
such as D in Figure 3. Referring to this figure, it is necessary
 
to determine the normal DN at point D, in order to use equation
 
(9). Subroutine CUR finds coordinates of points F and C which
 




the curve y = a + bx + cx passing through points F, D and C.
 
The constants b and c in the parabolic equation are returned to
 
the main program to get the slope of the tangent to the surface
 
and hence slope of the normal to the curve at point D. If
 
the adjacent grid points on the blade surface happen to be
 
very close to each other, the value of the slope of the tangent
 
obtained by subroutine SLO sometimes is not correct. In such
 
cases, the correct value of the slope must be directly specified
 
by inserting a card in the main program. The point N where the
 
normal DN intersects one of the closest mesh lines inside the
 
blade surface can thus be found. The temperature TN at this
 
point can be determined by linear interpolation using the
 
temperatures at points A and P. Subroutine MESH calculates
 
the temperature T(i,j) at any interior mesh point P (see
 
Figure 2). It determines E1 ' E2 and 61 and 62 of Figure 2
 
and knowing the temperatures at neighboring grid points
 
proceeds to find the new temperature T(i,j) using equation (4).
 
The temperature of the cooling stream increases along its
 
flow path due to the heat exchange with the hot blade. The new
 




the computations of new blade temperatures for each iteration.
 
The heat balance equations which are used to determine the
 
coolant temperature rise over an incremental length of the
 
passage are derived in Appendix B. The local blade temperature
 
and the local coolant temperature are interdependent. For
 
initial set of iterations required to achieve the desired
 
accuracy, the temperature of the film coolant Tf is assumed
 
to be the same as the temperature of the coolant TI in the
 
impingement tube. The actual film coolant temperature Tf which
 
is higher than T. and which is determined using heat balance
1
 
equations, and the physical properties of the coolant at this
 
temperature are used in subroutine TEMAD to obtain new
 
adiabatic wall temperatures which are closer to actual adiabatic
 
wall temperatures. The new values of the film coolant temperature
 
and adiabatic wall temperatures are then used in the boundary
 
conditions of the next iteration. This process is repeated
 
until the desired accuracy is achieved.
 
The accuracy of the convergence process is specified by a
 
number E. The iteration process is continued until the sum
 
of the squares of differences in temperatures between two
 




(Tn - Tn1)2 < (14) 
all points
 
where Tn is the temperature after nth iteration, 
Tn_1 is the temperature after Cn-1)th iteration, 
and s is the prescribed error limit. 
One of the problems of Gauss-Seidel method of solving
 
equations is that it is relatively slow to converge to the
 
solution. The method of successive over-relaxation has been
 
used to accelerate the convergence process. In this technique,
 









Tn 	 = Tn + (l-w) Tn_! (15) 
th
 
where Tn_ is temperature after (n-i)' iteration,
th
 




and W is the overrelaxation factor.
 
For w = 0 the new value of the temperature Tn, would be
 
identical to the old value Tnl, and hence no progress would
 
be made. For w = 1 the new value of the temperature Tn
 
would be the same as T calculated in the Gauss-Seidel
 
Procedure. Values of w greater than unity would represent an
 
overrelaxation or an extrapolation beyond the Gauss-Seidel
 
value for temperature. It is this extrapolation process that
 
can accelerate the convergence of the iteration process.
 
Since the iteration process will not converge for values of
 
w greater than 2, the value of w will be between 1 and 2.
 
After the convergence of'the solution is achieved,
 
temperatures at all the grid points-are printed. The program
 
then calls subroutine TEMP which determines the maximum and
 
minimum temperatures in the blade along any I-line and finds
 
the locations of all the temperatures lying between these two
 
temperatures. Subroutine 1SOTH determines isothermal line
 
locations in the.blade. The desired number of isotherms and
 
their temperatures are specified by a DATA statement in a
 
BLOCK DATA subprogram. Finally, the cooling effectiveness 

is evaluated. This parameter facilitates the comparison of
 
different cooling configurations and is defined as follows:
 




where nc is the cooling effectiveness,
 
T 	 is the local temperature of the hot gas,
g
 
T.	 is the local blade temperature obtained using
 
particular type of cooling,
 





In the following sections the description of the input variables
 






There are ten sets of input data. They are fed in the
 
program in the following order. The variables appearing in
 
these sets will be described in section (5.3).
 
1. 	Physical parameters of the grid system:
 
DX, DY, NXO, NXI (2F5.3, 215)
 
NX, NY, NI, N2, N31 N4, N5, N6, N7, NP lOI5)
 
2. 	Properties of the blade:
 
LB , 	 XK, CP (3P8.6) 
3. 	Properties of the coolant:
 
PRNO, ALPHA, TCOLN, TEMPC 48.2)
 
DENSC, CPC, VISCC, FLOC (2P13.10, E16.10, F8.4)
 
4. 	Iteration checks for required convergence:
 
OME, SUMVM, NTE, I-MAX 	 (2P8.3, 215) 




(Yl(I), I=l, NXl) (12F6.3)
 
(IP(I), I=l, NXI) (2014)
 
(Y2(I), 1=1, NXI) (12F6.3)
 
(IP(I), I=l, NXl) (2014)
 




(X2(J), J=l, NYI) 	 (12F6.3) 
(IP(J), J=l, NYl) (20i4)
 
(Y3(I), I=Nll, N21) (12F6.3)
 
(IP(I), I=Nl, N21) (2014)
 
(Y4(I), 1=NI!, N21) 	 (12F6.3) 
16
 
(IP(I), I=Nll, N21) 
(x3(J), J=N31, N41) 
(IP(J), J=N3l, N41) 
(X4(J), J=N31, N41) 











6. Gas temperatures and initial coolant temperatures:
 
(TG(I,l), I=l, NXl) 
(TG(I,2), I=l, NXl) 
(TG(I,3), I=Nil, N21) 
(TG(I,4), I=Nll, N21) 
(TGX(l,J), J=2, NYl) 

(TGX(2,J), J=2, NYI) 

(TGX(3,J), J=N31, N41) 

















7. Heat transfer coefficients on gas side and coolant side
 
boundary surfaces:. 
(H(I,1), I=l, NXl) 
(H(I,2), 1=1, NXI) 
(H(I,3), I=Nll, N21) 
(H(I,4), I=Nll, N21) 

(HX(1,J), J=2, NYl) 
(HX(2,J), J-2, NYI) 
(HX(3,J), J=N31, N41) 




















(VELG(l,a), I=N51, NXl) (10F8.2)
 




9. 	 Coolant mass flow:
 
(MASC(I,3), I=Nll, N51) (10F8.4)
 
(MASC(I,4), I=Nll, N51) (l0F8.4)
 
(DELM(I,3), I=Nll, N5) (10F8.4)
 
(DELM(I,4), I=Nll, N5) (10F8.4)
 




(DELS(I,3), I=Nll, N5) (10F8.4)
 
(DELS(I,4), I=Nll, N5) (10F8.4)
 
Explanation of the input Variables
 
There are two types of input variables, geometric and
 
nongeometric. The geometric variables are shown in Figure 16.
 
All input variables and other key variables used in the
 
program are explained in this section.
 
DX 	 Grid spacing in the x direction (inches).
 
DY 	 Grid spacing in the y direction (inches).
 








NX 	 Total number of mesh lines in the x direction,
 
if NX is greater than 30, the DIMENSION statements
 
in the program need to be changed.
 
NY 	 Total number of mesh lines in the y direction, if
 
NY is greater than 65, the DIMENSION statements
 
in the program need to be changed.
 
Mesh line perpendicular to the x axis.
 
J 	 Mesh line perpendicular to the y axis.
 











N5, N2 	 I mesh lines enclosing the coolant discharge slot
 
on the blade outer surface, without intersecting it.
 
N3, N6 	 J mesh lines enclosing the coolant discharge slot
 
on the blade outer strface, without intersecting it.
 
NI, N7 	 I mesh lines enclosing the impingement tube­
without intersecting it.
 
NP 	 Variable to identify the coolant discharge surface.
 
in case of coolant discharge on outer lower
 
surface, put NP = 0 and for coolant discharge
 
on outer upper surface, put NP = 1.
 
LB Blade height (inches).
 








PRNO Prandtl number for coolant.
 
ALPHA Coolant discharge angle (degrees).
 




TEMPC Temperature of the coolant for film cooling (OR).
 
Density of the film coolant (lbm/ft3).
DENSC 





VISCC Viscosity of the film coolant (lbm/ft-sec).
 










NTE Number of iterations after which a print out 
of the grid temperatures is required. 
IMAX Maximum number of iterations. After IMAX 
iterations the program terminates even if the 
required convergence is not achieved. 
Yl(I) Y coordinates of points on the outer lower surface 
intersected by I mesh lines (inches), (see 
Figure 16). 
IP(I) Sequence numbers corresponding to the above 
points (see Figure 16). 
NXl Equals to (NX - 1). 
Y2(i), IP(I) Y coordinates of points on the outer upper surface 
intersected by I mesh lines (inches), and 
corresponding sequence numbers (see Figure 16). 
Xl(J), IP(J) X coordinates of points corresponding to the 
first intersection of J mesh lines with the outer 
surface, i.e., near outer surface (inches), and 
corresponding sequence numbers (see Figure 16). 
NYI Equals to (NY - 1). 
X2(j), IP(J) X coordinates of points corresponding to the 
second intersection of J lines with the outer 
surface, i.e., farther outer surface (inches) and 
corresponding sequence numbers (see Figure 16). 
Y3(I), IP(I) Y coordinates of points on the inner lower surface 
intersected by I mesh lines (inches) and corresponding 
sequence numbers. 
Nil Equals to (Ni + 1). 
N21 Equals to (N2 ­ 1). 
Y4(I), IP(I) Y coordinates of points on the inner upper surface 




X3(J), IP(J) 	 X coordinates of points corresponding to the first
 
intersection of J mesh lines with the inner sur­
face (inches), and corresponding sequence numbers.
 
N31 	 Equals to (N3 + 1).
 
N41 	 Equals to (N4 - 1).
 
X4(J), IP(J) 	 X coordinates of points corresponding to the
 
second intersection of J mesh lines with the
 




TG(I,a) 	 Gas temperature at I mesh line intersection point
 
on the blade surface Ca = 1,2,3,4), MoR).
 
TGX(b,J) 	 Gas temperature at J mesh line intersection point
 
on the blade surface (b = 1,2,3,4), (CR).
 
H(I,a) 	 Heat transfer coefficient at I mesh line inter­
section point on the blade surface (Btu/hr in2 0 R). 
HX(b,J) 	 Heat transfer coefficient at J mesh line inter­
section point on blade surface (Btu/hr in2 ,R).
 
VELG(I,a) 	 Velocity at I mesh line intersection point on the 
blade surface (ft/sec). 




N51 	 Equals to (N5 + 1).
 
MASC(I,a) 	 Total mass of coolant entering the fluid element
 
at I mesh line, per unit time (see Figures 17
 




DELM(I,a) 	 Coolant mass added to the fluid element between
 
I and 1+1 mesh lines from the impingement tube,
 
per unit time (see Figures 17 and 18), (lb/hr).
 
DELS(I,a) 	 Surface distance between.consecutive points on
 
inner surface intersected by i mesh lines (see
 




a=l Corresponds to outer lower surface, 
a=2 Corresponds to outer upper surface. 
a=3 Corresponds to inner lower surface. 
a=4 Corresponds to inner upper surface. 
b=l Corresponds to near outer surface. 
b=2 Corresponds to farther outer surface. 
b=3 Corresponds to near inner surface. 
b=4 Corresponds to farther inner surface. 
T(I,J) Temperature at a grid point, (OR). 
TB(I,a) Blade temperature at I mesh line intersection 
point on the blade surface, (OR). 
TBX(b,J) Blade temperature at J mesh line intersection 
point on the blade surface, (0R). 
NSCLT Number of isotherms for which locations are to 
be determined. 
TSCLT Temperatures of the isotherms (NSCLT temperatures 
have been specified with the DATA statement in 
the BLOCK DATA subprogram. These can be changed 
if isothermal line locations for different set 
of temperatures are desired). 
NNY Dummy variable which counts the number of points 
determined on an isotherm using ISOTH subroutine. 
Initial values of this variable have been set 
to zero in the DATA statement. 
Preparation of the Input Data
 
The input to the computer program to determine the temperature
 
distribution in the guide vane blade consists of the sets of
 
variables indicated in Sections (5.2) and (5.3). In the following,
 






A rectangular grid network is used for the solution of the
 
basic differential equation with specified boundary conditions.
 
A typical mesh pattern is shown in Figure 16. The cross
 
section of the blade is divided into grids of equal increments
 
in both x and y directions. The mesh spacing in the x direction
 
need not be the same as the one in the y direction. The mesh
 
lines perpendicular to the x direction are referred to as the
 
I lines while the mesh lines perpendicular to the y direction
 
are referred to as the J lines. The grid network should be
 
drawn such that there are not multiple intersection points,
 
i.e., each grid line intersects the outer boundary at most twice
 
and the inner boundary also at most twice. It is convenient to
 
draw the grid network with I = 1 line tangential to the blade.
 
In order to read the coordinates of points on the blade
 
boundary, each point is associated with a number for purpose
 
of its identification. The numbering can start from any nodal
 
point on the blade boundary but it is done in the following
 
manner for convenience. For the blade outer surface the numbering
 
starts from the node point where I = 1 line meets the outer
 
blade surface and for the blade inner surface it starts from the
 
node point near the leading edge of the blade inner surface
 
(see Figure 16). The (I=1, J=l) point is treated as origin and
 
the coordinates of points on the boundary are given with respect
 
to this point. The boundary coordinates and their corresponding
 
sequence numbers are now defined.
 
The next two sets of input data consist of gas temperatures,
 
convective heat transfer coefficients and velocities which are
 
calculated in Chapter 4. Note that the initial temperature of
 




Finally, the coolant mass flow distribution may be obtained
 
as follows. The total coolant mass flow entering the impingement
 
tube per unit time and the impingement tube configuration are
 
selected. As mentioned in Chapter 3, the impingement tube may
 




the blade inner surface. Knowing the amount of coolant injected
 
through each slot or hole, it is possible to calculate the
 
mass of the coolant crossing any I mesh line. Figure 17 shows
 
typical coolant flow path. The typical control volumes used
 
to calculate the increment in coolant temperature are shown
 
in Figures 18 and .19 (refer to Appendix B for further description
 
of the control volumes). It can be noted that
 
m(i) + Am(i) = m(i+l) 	 (17) 
where mi) = 	Coolant mass entering the control volume
 
per unit time at I mesh line.
 
Arn(i) = 	Coolant mass added between I and 1+1 mesh
 




m(i+l) = 	 Coolant mass leaving the control volume 
at 1+1 mesh line per unit time. 
It is very unusual to prepare the input without any errors,
 
the first time this program is run. Therefore, it is recommended
 
that the first attempt for running the program should allow
 
maximum of ten iterations. The resulting output should be
 
checked carefully. bf particular interest are the values of
 
the slopes of tangent to the blade boundary at all the boundary
 
points. Any error in the blade geometry input will usually
 
result in wild values of some of these derivatives. All other
 




The first part of 	the output consists of a printout of the
 
list of input parameters for the purpose of reference and checking.
 
Such data checks are useful in correcting keypunch mistakes
 
on the input cards. The program then prints out the boundary
 








equation y = a + bx + cx of the parabolic curve passing
 
through these three points and the slope of the tangent to the
 
curve at the boundary point are also printed. The error s for
 
every iteration is then printed. This allows monitoring of
 
the convergence process. The grid temperatures as well as
 
blade surface temperatures and gas temperatures are printed
 
after NTE iterations and also after the convergence of the
 
solution is achieved. In the output, the gas temperatures at
 
points downstream from the slot are replaced by the adiabatic
 
wall temperatures. The next part of the output is a printout
 
of the locations along an I line, of blade temperatures which
 
have values between the maximum and minimum temperatures along
 
that I line. The isothermal line locations corresponding to
 
the temperatures specified in the DATA statement of the
 
BLOCK DATA subprogram are then printed. Finally, the values
 
of cooling effectiveness at all surface points are printed.
 
In Appendix A, a sample of the program output is presented.
 




6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
 
A computer program has been developed to predict the
 
temperature distribution of the cooled guide vane blades. The
 
results of the investigation are presented as plots of isothermal
 
lines in the blade cross-section, and the cooling effectivness
 
variation over the blade surfaces for the various cooling
 
arrangements of Table 1. The geometry of the turbine nozzle
 
blades used in this study is that of Reference (5] and under
 
the same main flow operating conditions. The hot gas inlet
 
stagnation temperature is 2760CR'and the gas turbine flow rate
 
is 4.9 lb/sec. The integral nozzle casting consists of 20
 
hollow vanes with inserts as shown in Figure 4A. The coolant
 








The temperature distribution and the cooling effectiveness
 
corresponding to the Al cooling configuration are shown in
 
Figures 20 and 21 respectively. In this cooling arrangement
 
efficient cooling of the leading edge inner surface is achieved
 
by the normal impingement of all the coolant through the leading
 
edge slot in the impingement tube numhber 1 of Figure 5A. The
 
coolant is divided into two streams around the tube with a
 
lower velocity resulting when they rejoin at the end of the tube.
 
The coolant is finally discharged on the blade pressure
 
surface. The blade temperatures are low near the leading edge
 
inner surface and increase rapidly on both the pressure and
 
suction surfaces away from the leading edge. This is expected
 
because for a slot jet, the local heat transfer coefficient
 
undergoes a rapid decay after its maximum value in the stagnation
 
region. Higher metal temperatures are observed in the central
 
portion of the blade section (surface distance AS /S between
 
20% and 40%). This is a result of the reduced coolant velocities
 
in that region as explained earlier. The metal temperatures
 
are low near the point of coolant discharge and increase at the
 
points downstream of it. This is expected since the value of
 
the film cooling effectiveness, nF' expressed in equation (11),
 
is higher near the point of coolant discharge and decreases
 
towards the trailing edge.
 
Figure 22 shows the isothermal lines in the blade for the
 
A2 cooling configuration. In this case, the vane has a closely
 
conforming tube which provides impingement cooling to the leading
 
edge and gives good convection cooling also, on account of high
 
velocity flow along the side wall passages. The cooling
 
effectiveness variation on the blade'surface for this cooling
 
configuration is shown in Figure 23. The temperature distribution
 
in the blade and the cooling effectiveness variation for the
 
A3 cooling configuration are shown in Figures 24 and 25 respectively.
 




diameter holes and a spanwise slot in the leading edge. In such
 
cooling arrangement, higher internal heat transfer coefficients
 
are achieved in the leading edge as well as in the central
 
portion of the cooling passage. As a consequence, lower blade
 




For the purpose of comparison, the cooling effectiveness
 
variations for A, A2 and A3 cooling configurations are shown
 
together in Figure 26. It is evident that the best heat transfer
 
performance is obtained using the round jet array, configuration
 
A3. It is also clear that the temperatures are almost the same
 
near the trailing edge region for the three different configura­
tions. This could be expected as a result of the same coolant
 
discharge position in all three cases.
 
The temperature distributions obtained so far are for a
 
blade having the same coolant passage with different impingement
 
tubes. In the following, the temperature distributions in the
 
blade for various coolant discharge positions are presented.
 
Theoretically, it is feasible to exhaust the cooling air back
 
into the gas stream at any point on the vane surface. This is
 
possible because the static pressure around the surface of the
 
vane is everywhere lower than the stagnation pressure of the
 
coolant, except at leading edge. However, when a tube insert
 
is used as part of the cooling system, the coolant stagnation
 
pressure is reduced and then it is only possible to discharge
 
the cooling air back into the gas stream at points on the vane
 
surfaces, which are close to trailing edge. The choice in
 
practice is a compromise between the requirements of cooling,
 
mechanical strength and good aerodynamic performance. The
 
present analysis does not consider the aerodynamic effects of
 
cooling air discharge on the turbine performance. The penalties
 
in terms of turbine efficiency are minimized however for cooling
 
air exhaust on the pressure surface near trailing edge.
 
The blade metal temperature distribution obtained for the
 




configuration the cooling air path near discharge location was
 
chosen keeping in mind that the minimum thickness for casting
 
is 0.02 to 0.025 inch. The cooling effectiveness on the blade
 
surface corresponding to the above configuration is shown in
 
Figure 28. The isothermal lines and the cooling effectiveness
 
corresponding to B3 and C3 configurations are shown in Figures
 
29 through 32. The effect of changing the coolant discharge
 
position is demonstrated in Figure 33 which combines the results
 
of A3, B3 and C3 cooling configurations. It can be seen that
 
the B3 cooling configuration shows a better heat transfer
 
performance compared to the A3 and C3 configurations.
 
A closer examination of Figure 30 reveals that, generally
 
the cooling effectiveness is higher on the pressure side as
 
compared to the suction side when the array configuration
 
impingement tube of configuration B3 is used. Another cooling
 
configuration B4 was studied in order to improve the suction
 
surface cooling. In this arrangement, the tube has a closely
 
spaced grid of 0.012 inch diameter holes which provides impinge­
ment cooling on the suction surface, while the pressure surface
 
is provided with convection cooling only. Figures 34 and 35
 
show the temperature and cooling effectiveness distributions
 
corresponding to this configuration. The cooling effectiveness
 
variations for B3 and B4 configurations are plotted in Figure 36
 
to provide a means of comparison. it is evident that more
 
uniform temperature distribution is obtained by employing B4
 
configuration and that this configuration demonstrates best
 
heat transfer performance in the leading edge area, central
 
portion of the blade as well as in the trailing edge area.
 
The computer time naturally depends on the particular blade
 
geometry under consideration, as well as on the initial guesses
 
of metal and coolant temperatures, but did not exceed 35
 






A useful numerical technique has been developed to predict
 
the temperature field in the cooled guide vane blade of a radial
 
inflow turbine. The computer program which has been developed
 
can be used to predict the temperature distribution in the con­
ventional nozzle guide vane with impingement cooling at the
 
leading edge and film cooling near the trailing edge. The
 
impingement tube can have any geometry but the coolant can be
 
discharged through a single slot. This computer program can
 
also be used to study the effects of changes in the coolant to
 
primary mass flow ratio and initial temperature of the coolant
 
on the temperature distribution in the blade. In the present
 
investigation, the temperature distribution in the cooled guide
 
vane blade was obtained using four different impingement
 
tubes and three different discharge locations. The results
 
show that simple convection cooling configurations are not
 
particularly suitable for turbine vanes under the combination
 
of high gas temperatures and pressures. Of the various cooling
 
configurations investigated the case of impingement cooling of
 
the leading edge, cooling of suction side by round jet array
 
and cooling discharge near the trailing edge was found to give
 
the best temperature distribution. According to the numerical
 
results obtained the areas which need special attention if
 
high local metal temperatures are to be avoided are:
 




(2) 	The suction surface where external heat transfer
 
coefficients are high after boundary layer transition
 
from laminar to turbulent.
 
(3) 	Trailing edge where difficulties exist in getting
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LIST OF SYMBOLS 
Symbol Description 
A,B,C Letters to identify coolant discharge position 
(see table 1). 
C p Specific heat at constant pressure. 
d Distance of a point from the point of coolant 
discharge (see figure 11). 
DN Normal distance (see figure 3). 
DX Grid spacing in the x direction (see figure 3). 
DY Grid spacing in the v direction (see figure 3). 
h Heat transfer coefficient. 
I Mesh line perpendicular to the x axis (see 
figure 16). 
J Mesh line perpendicular to the y axis (see 
figure 16). 
k Thermal conductivity. 
LB Length of the blade (equation b.l). 
m Mass flow rate (see figure 18). 
Nu Nusselt number. 
n Normal direction (see equation 2). 
Pr Prandtl number. 
Re Reynolds number. 
s Distance along blade surface (see figure 8). 
T Temperature. 
T(i,J) Temperature at arid point (i,J), (see figure 2). 
Tf Film coolant temperature. 
Ti Temperature of the coolant in the impingement tube. 




Ts Temperature on the blade surface (equation 16). 
TG Temperature of the gas (equation b.1). 
TB Temperature of the blade (equation b.l). 




WOver-relaxation factor (equation 155.
 
x,y Coordinate directions (see figure 1).
 
7 c Cooling effectiveness (equation 16).
 
nI Film cooling effectiveness (equation 10).
F 

A m Additional mass flow rate from the impingement
 






a Coolant discharge angle (equation 11).
 
Error limit (equation 14).
 
11, 2,6!,2 Fractions (see figure 2).
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Width of Slot Jet =W 0.02 in.
s 

Length of Slot Jet = Ls = 0.339 in. 
Height of Impingement Tube = H = 0.18 in 






Impingement Tube No. 1 (Slot Jet)
 
Width of Slot Jet = 0.02 in.
 
Length of Slot Jet = 0.339 in.
 
Height of Impingement Tube = 0.5 in.
 
3% Cooling Air Through Leading Edge Slot
 
Impingement Tube No. 2 (Slot Jet)
 




Width of Slot Jet = 0.01 in. 
Length of Slot Jet = 0.339 in. 
Height of Impingement Tubb = 0.5 in.
 
0 C!Round Jet Diameter 0.012 in. 
o 0 0 Round Jet Spacing = 0.10 in. 
0 0 1% Cooling Air Through Leading Edge Slot 
o 0 0 1% Cooling Air Through Grid on Suction Side 






Impingement Tube No. 3 (Slot Jet and Array of Round Jets)
 
Width of Slot Jet = 0.01 in.
 
Length of Slot Jet = 0.339 in.
 
Height of Impingement Tube = 0.5 in.
 
Round Jet Diameter = 0.012 in. 
Round Jet Spacing = 0.05 in. 
: ;44 1.5% Cooling Air Through Leading Edge Slot
 
00 of which 1% flows towards pressure side
 
0J ~1.5% Cooling Air Through Grid on Suction Si
 
Impingement Tube No. 4 (Slot Jet and Array of Round Jets)
 








(B) Coolant Discharge on (C) Coolant Discharge
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FIGURE 14, HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT DISTRIBUTION ON INNER BOUNDARY WITH 
3%COOLANT (CONFIGURATIONS A3, B3, C3). 
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FIGURE 18, SKETCH ILLUSTRATING THE CONTROL VOLUMES FOR COOLANT MASS BALANCE.
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FIGURE 36, 	 EFFECTIVENESS OF COOLING ON BLADE SURFACES WITH 3% COOLANT
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C *V IAIN FFCGPAP' NC.1 ** 
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IF{I.GT.N51.ANC.I.LT.N2) CC TC 352
 
IF(I.GE.N2) CC TC 305
 
IF(X.GT.X3(IL)) CC TC 330
 






IF(I.GE.N22 CC TC 310
 




































































C INTERIOR POINTS STARTING FRCN LOGER ENO FOR I LINES WHICH CC NOT CUT 















C FCR I LINES INTERSECTING INNER ECUNCARY-ALL INTERIOR POINTS FROM 










IF(I.GT.N51.AND.i.LT..N2) CC TC 375
 

































IF(I.GT.N51.ANC.I.LT.N2) GC TC 412
 
!F(X.LT.X1(ILI)) CC TC 380
 












3E2 	 IF(ABS(XN).LE.0.015) GC TC 395
 














CC- TC 390 
385 	 TTT=T(I,ILI)-(T(I,ILIJ-T(I-lILI))*(82-X)/CX


































iF(I.EC.N71) GC TC 415
 
!F(I.LT.N71) GC TC 420
 




GC TC 430 
420 TG(t+1,3h=M4SC(I,3)#CPTG(I,3)+CEL(I,2)4CP*TCOLN+ Q(I,3))/(WASC( 
I+1,3)*CP) 
CC TC 430 
425 TC-(I+1,3)=(PASC(I,3)*CP*TG(I,3)+ C(I,3)+ Q(I,4)}/(NASC(I+1,3)PCP) 























IF(X.LE.B2) GC TC 425
 
IF(X.GT.X2(IHI)) GC TC 446
 
IFf(X-XR).GT.J.O001) GC TC 447
 












IF((X-XI(IHI)).LT.C.0001) GC TC 448
 


























































IF(I 0 GT.N5 .AND.I.LT.N2J CC TC 47C
 
IF(I.EC.N71) CC TC 455
 
IF(I.LT.N71) CC TC 460
 
IF(I.C-T.N71) 
 CC TC 465
 


















C INTERIOR POINTS FRON UPPER SURFACE CF INNER SCUNDARY TO THE UPPER
 











































IF(I.LE.N1.CP.I.GE.N2) CC TC 481
 










IF(0.LE.82) CC TC 463
 
!F(IF.G.:4.OP.II.LE.N3) CC TC 4840
 
IF((X-X3(IH)).GT.O.O0O1) CC TC 492
 
IF(X3(I).LE.XRI CC TC 4E2
 








ORIGiarj; PACE IS 
oF POOR QUALM 
CC TO 495 
483 CONTINUE
 
IF(Ih.GE.N4.CR.IH.LE.N3) CC TC 485
 
:F(X.LE.X4(IH)) GC TC 498
 








IF(X.LE.X1(Ih)) CC TO 497
 




























































































IF(X.LE.e2) GC TC 520
 
IF(J.LT.N6.CR .J.GE.N41) GC TC 512
 
IF(X.GT.X3(J+I)J GC TO 542
 








IF(X.GT.X2(J+I)) CC TC 532
 








IF((XL-XI(J+1)).GT.O.O0O1) GO TO 518
 














!F(XT.GE.X3(J-1)) GC 7C 524
 

































































































FCR J LINES INTERSECTING INNER 8CUNCARY-2OUNEARY POINTS ON THE
 




























IF (J.GE.N3.ANC.J.LE.N61) CC TC 587
 




IF(.GT.82) GC TC 555
 
IF(X.LE.XI(J-1)) C- TO 510
 
IF((XI(J-I)-XT).GT.O.0001) CC TC 552
 










































IF(INI.EQ.N51) GC TC 577
 










































XR = FLOAT(I- )I)CX 
IF( (XR-X3(J)oC-E.C.O001) 133=1-I 
IF((ES(XR-X3(J)).GE.(O.999*CX))) 133=133-1 





























IF(UX-XT).GT.0.0001) GC TC 5G5
 


























GC TO 610 
5S7 CCNTINUE 


































IF((XP-X4(J)U.GE.C.0001) CC TO 62C
 
615 CCNIINLE 
62n TF[I4.GT.N21) 14=N21 
TGX(4,J)=TG(14, ) 
C 
C FARTHER BGUNDARY PINTS CN 

























IF(J.LE.N31) GC TC 635
 
IF(IA.GT.N21) CE TC 627
 
IF((C2-Y4(IA)).GT.CY) CC TC 627
 













IF((XT-X4(J-1f).GT.0.O0001) GO TC 625
 
IF((X4(J-I)-X)}GT.0.0001) GC TC 623
 




























































IF((XT-XI(J-1)).GT.0.OG0O1) GC TC 629
 
IF((X1(J-1)-X).GT.C.0001) CO TO 6A4
 














IF(X.C-T.XT) CC TC 640
 






















6A3 	 C C NT IN U E 














































I i 12 ) 
655 	 CCNTINUE
 

























































IF(ITERoGE.EINAX) CC TC 2006
 
IF(SLP.LE.SUMW) CC TC 670
 










FORPAT(//71OX,'T-PATPIXGIVES ALL INTERICR PCINTS.INIT!AL SETTING
 
I CF T IS 1600.O'/lOX,'CNLY THCSE INSIC ELACE ARE CHANGEC AND WILL
 
2 BE DIFFERENT FRP 1600.00') 
)RITE(6,705) 



















FCRMAT('1',//15X,'GAS TEMPERATURE CISTRIBUTION ON THE BLADE INNER
 

































FORMAT('1 1 ,//,5X,'TEPERATURE CISTRIBUTICN ON THE BCUNDARY',////) 
'ARITE(6,7'5) NX1 
FORM4T(//,IX,'BGUNCARY PCINTS CN I-LINES FOR LOWER SURFACE CF
 








750 FCRNAT(//,1OX,'2CUNCAPY POINTS IN 







755 FORMAT(//,1OX,'BLNhAY PCINTS IN 







7Eo FCRMAT(//,IOX,'BUNCAPY PUINTS ON 







I LINES FOR UPPER SURFACE OF
 
1= 2 TC I=',13,' )
 








770 FCPMAT(//,IOX,#ECUCAY PCINTS ON J LINES FOR 







780 FOPMAT(//,1OX,'BCUNCAPY PCINTS ON J LINES FOR 























785 FORMAT(//,1OX,'BGUNCARY PCINTS IN J LINES FOR NEARER SURFACE OF
 
lINNER BCUNCARY '/12X,'(START FRC J=',I3,' TC J=l,13,I )?) 
WRITE (6,800)(TOX(3,J),J=31,N41) 
WPITE(t,790) N21,N41 
79O FORAlT(//,1OX,'BCUN0ARY PCINTS ON J LINES FOR FARTHER SURFACE OF
 




















































































































C NE VALUE OF F!LU CCCLANT TENP IS CETAINEC
 













































SA5 FORPAT(IH1,38WISCTHERNAL LINE LCCATICNS l/,9Xtfll,4,XIJI,3Xt'Tf, 


















































































C FCRTRA CCNPUTER PROGRAM TO OBTAIN TEMPERATLRE DISTRIBUTION
 








C FCF CCCLAtT CISCHARGE Ch UPPER OUTER SURFACE USE
 





CIMENSION DELS(30.4),MASC(.0,),C(3O.4) ,OELM(30,4) 
DINENSION T(30,55) ,TE(3O,4),TEX(4,65),TG(30.4,Tc-X(4,65). 










































C CALCLLATES ACIAEATIC WALL TENFEFATURES CCWNSTREAN CF SLOT
 
C 




















ORIGINArjUF POOR QUALI1 
ZI:CC CCNTINLE
 












C CLIEF LCWEF ECUNCAFY
 
C 






















IF(IL.LE.N3) GC TO 305
 
IF(I.CE.N2) GO TO 30E
 
IF(X.CT.X3(IL)) C-O TO 330
 
305 IF(ABS(XMN).LE.0.015) GC IC 335
 
IF(X.LE.2C-0 TO 320 
'p=82+DX
 
IF( IL.LE. Nf GG TO Z1C 
IF(I.CE.N2) GO TC 310 
IF ((Y3(IL)-XR).GT.O.OCOL) C-C TC 310 
TTT=T( I, IL)+(TBX(-2. IL)-T(I,IL))*(X-B2)/( X (IL)-B2) 
CC TC 325
 

































CCZ TC 340 














C INTEPICR POINTS STARTING FRCN LCkEF END FOR I LINES WI IC. CC NOT CUT
 


















C FCS I LINES INTERSECT ING INNER ECUNCARY-ALL INTERIOR POINTS FROM
 












IF(IL.GT.ILI) GO TO :-5E
 















































382 IF(AES(XMN).LE.O.015) GO TO 25E
 
















3E5 111=T(1 ,ILI )-(T( IILI)-T (I-1 ,ILI) )*(E2-X)/CX
 




















C CALCULATES NEW COOLANT TEMP L-.ING HEAT BALANCE ECLATICNS
 
C 
IF(I.GT.NSF) GC TO 43C
 
C(I,2Wh(t,34)l(TB(I,2)-TG( 	 I,))*OELS(I,5) LB 
IF(I.EQ.N71) GO TO 415
 
IF(I.LT.N71) GO TO 420
 
IF(I.GT.NTI) GO TO 425
 




GO TO 43--C 
420 T(-(I+I,3)=(MASC( I,3)'CP*TG(I,2)+DELM(I,3)*CP*TCOLN+ C( I,3))/t'ASC( 
11+1 .3) --CF;) 
CC TO 42-0 
425 YC(I.1,3)=(MASC( I,3)*CFVTC-(I.,)+ 0(1.3+ Q(I,4))/(MASC(1-1,3)*CP) 
C 







"<N t%=8+-I2.*=C E2 
IF(I.EQ.Nll) XMN=1.2
 




IF(I.GT.NS.ANC.I.LT.K2) CC TO 452
 








IF(X.LE.82) CC TC 435
 
IF(X.CT.X2(IHI)) GO TO 44e
 
IF((X-XR).CT.0.001) C-O TO 447
 
IF((X2(IHI)-XR).LE.0.OO01) CC TC 434
 
TT---T( I, hl )+(T( I+1I hl)-'I( [,IHI )) ( -62} /D)( 
CC TC 440 
4Z4 ll=T( I HI )+(TBX(2,IHI)-T(lIl-Il ))*(X-82)/CX 
CC TO 440 
425 CC'TIULE 
IF((X-X(It-II).LT.O.OGGCI) GO TO 448 
IF((XL-X1(IFI)).LT.O.OC01) C-0 TO 4-7 
IIT=T(I,IHL)-(T(I,IHI)-T(I-I,IHI))*(E2-X)/OX 
CC TO 440 
427 l'{l=T(llhl)-(T(I.Ihl)-TEX(IIFI))*(E2-X)/(BE-Xl(IhI)) 















































C CALCLLATES NE'A CCCLANT TENP LSINC hEAT EALANCE EQUATIONS
 
C 
IF(I.C-T.NSP) CC TO 470
 
IF(I.EQ.N-?I) GO TO 455
 





(p POOR QUALFEI 
IF(I.GT.'71) GC TC 465
 
























IF(I.C-T..' 5A O..ILTN2) E- TO 480
 
IF(IHI.GTIF.) GC TO 480
 
IF (YT.GE,Y2(I)) GO TO 4e8
 











































IF(I.GT.NS.A.D.I.LT.N2) CC TO 509
 
IF(I.LE.N1.CR.I.GE.N2) CC TC 481
 










IF(X.LE.22) GO TO 48'
 
IF(IHoGE.N4.CR..I),LE.N2) CC TC 4840
 
IF((X-X3(Ih)).GT.C.CCG1) GC TO 492
 
IF(X3(Ih).LE.XR) GO TO 42
 




ORIGINAE PAGE Li 
OF POOR QUAL1T 
CC TO 495
 
4F2 IT =T( I,,IH)} (TEX (3, IH)-T (I. IF) ) (X-E2)/(X3 ( lh-E 2)
 
GO TO 49E 
483 	 CCNTINUE
 
IF(IH.GE.N4.CR.IH.LE.N3) CC TC 485
 
IF(X.LE.X4(I-) ) GO TO 45E
 
IF((XL-X4(Ii-)).GT..0001) CC TO 490
 





IF(XoLE.X1( IH)) GO TO 4S"7
 




CO TC 4 C 









CC TO 505 




















































ORIGINA PAGE IS 




































IF(X.LE.82) GO TO 520 
IF(J.LT.i3N.C9 .J.GE.N41) CO TO 512 
IF(C.GT.X2(SJ+I)) GO TC 542 






IF(X.GT.X2(J+I)) GO TC 532
 
1F((X2(J41)-XT).GT.0.CCOi) GC T 515
 





IF(UXL-XI(J+1)).CT.O.O001) GC TO 518
 
IF(X.GT.XT) GC TO 533
 














IF(XT.GE.X3-(J-1)) GC TO E24
 

















CC TC 535 
























5 5 	 AL=HX)( I, J) / K
 






















C FCF J LINES INTERSECTING INNER BOUNCAR--BOUNDARY PCIN5 CN THE
 










IF(AES(XZ(J)-FLCAT( INI-i )CX).LT..CQO001) INI=INI-I
 


























IF(X.GT.22) GO TC 555
 
IF(X.LE.XI(J-l)) GO TO S570
 
IF((Xi(J-I)-XT).-T.O.0001) GO TO 552
 
IF((XI-X),GT.0.0001) GC TC 562.
 
















562 	 IF((XL-XI(J-)).C-T.O.000I) GO TO 562
 



























































), = ELOAT(I-)'DX 
IF( (XR-X3(J)).GE.O.O001) 1221-1 
IF( (ABS(XR-X3(J)).GE.(0.99994CX))) 133=133-1 








IF(J.EG.N52 TGX(3, J) =TC(N51,3)
 


















IF(J.GT.3N.ANO.J.LT.N6) CC TC 614
 
IF((X-XT).GT.GCO0O1) GO 10 E59
 















PWo 	 QtALnyGC TO 6C 

596 	 TTT=T(IAI,J41) 
XtL---(E2-XT)(E2-XT3+OY*CY 
fL=!SQRT( >NL) 
CC TO 610 
5S7 CCtIYtUE
 







































IF(,aS(Xr-X4(J )) .LE.C. CC O1 ) 14=1 4+1
 
IF((Xr-X4(J)).CE.O.0001) CC TO 620
 
61E CCNTINUE 
620 IF( 14.CT .21) 14=N21 
TCX(4 .J)=TG( 144) 
C 
















XT=FLCAT (]A-1 )4 X
 








IF(J.CT.N-.ANC.J.LT.N6) C, 10 

IF(J.LE.N31 ) GO TO 635
 


















627 	 CCNTINUE 
IF((XT-X4(J-I)).CTO.O001) C-C TC 629 
IF((X4(J-I)-X).GT.O.OCC1) GO TO E33 
























CC TO 646 
632 CCP<TINLE 












15--4 	 lll=T( IA-I, J-i )+ (T( IA- I , -1)-T (IA. J-1) )-=(X-XL)/CX
 
IF((XL-X).GT.O.0C01) GO TO el 
GC IC 642 
625 CONTINUE 









636 	 CENTINUE 
IF((XT--X1(j-I)),,GO.OOOC) CC TC 639 
IF((XI(J-1)-X).GT.O.OCCI) GO TO 644 
IF((XF-X2(J-I)°LT.G.00013 CC TO 626 
7ll=TSX( 1,J-1)-(TF3X( 1,J-I)-TEX(2,J-I))+:(X-)(l(J-i))/(X2 (J-1}-XI
 
I (J-l)) 
GC TC 642 
638 TTT=TBX( 1.J-l)-( TBX( 1 J- 1 )- T( IA+1,J-1 ))(X-Xl(J-1 )/(XF-X (J-1)) 
CC TC 642 
62S CCNTINLE 
IF(X.CT.XT) GO TO 64C 
IF((X-X1(j-I)).GT.0.0001) CC TC 643 
CC TO 621 
640 CCETINUE 

































































































IF(ITER/hTE*NTE.EC.ITER) C-0 TO &7C
 
IF(ELN.LE.SLVW) CC TO 67C
 







URI IE(6 .700) 
700 FCRMAT(//,1ICX,1T-NATRI ,GIVES ALL INIERICR PCINTS.INITIAL SETTING
 
I CF T IS 1600.0/lOX.ICNLY ThOSE INSIDE BLADE ARE CHANGED AND WILL
 
2 BE DIFFERENT FRC 16C0.CGC)
 
Af ITE (6, 7G5 ) 
7C5 FCRWAT(/,2X,'J =%94X,'11,TX,'2',7X,'.',7X,4',7X,l5',7Xf ',7X, '7 





710 FCFMAT(8S,' ',6),'l7'.Ex.'1 E,tElS*1),'201 ,EX.'21' ,6 X'22' rX 
I ,'23*' 6X.'24' 6X,'25) 
CO 71E 1=1,NX 
715 UFITE(6.720) I, (T(I,Jh-J=,N') 
720 FCRWAT(/,2XI2,1x.ISF.2.2(/5X;15F.2)) 
WSITE(6, 72t) 
725 FCFN#T(v'.,//ISX.'GAS TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION ON THE BLADE INNER 
lANC OLTER SLRFACE',//) 
WFITE(6,745) NXI 



























'FITE(6,EO) (TGX(3,J ),J=t,1 ,N41)
 
hRITE(E. 7S) N31 .N41
 






740 FCRNAT'lI,//.5X.'TEWPERATLFE CISTRIEUTIGN ON ThE ECUNCAR'%////) 
wFITE(6,745) NX1 
745 FCFVAT(/,I1X,'ECUNDAFY FLINTS CN I-LINES FOR LOWER SURFACE OF 
I CLTER BCLNDRY'/,12X,(SIAFT FRCY I= 2 TC I=' ,13 ' )1 y 





750 FCFMAT(//,ICX,'BOLNDARN PCINTS CN I LINES FCR UPPER SURFACE OF
 
I CLTER 8CLNCY4/,12X,'(STAFT FROM I= 2 TO I=,I3, )')

%ITE(6,720) (TB(I,2) .I=I. XI) 
IF (N1.EG.N2.ANC.N3.EQ.N4) GO TO 7E5 
AR ITE (6 75E) N1lIN21 
7Z5 FCFMAT(//,1CX,BULNDAR PCINTS CN I LINES FCR LCWEF SURFA(E CF 
1 INNER ECUNCARY'/,12X,'(START FROM I=,I3,4 TO I=I,IZ,C )1) 
WRITE{(6. 8CC)( TB(C I ,3) ,.1 I11 h2 1) 
WRITE(6,760) N1I,N21 
76C FCERAT(/I.1OX,'BCUNDAFY FCINTS CN I LINES FOR UPPER SURFACE OF 
1 INNER BCUNDARY'/,12X,'( IART FRON I=' I3, TC i= ,i3,' 3' 
'APITE(6,800 )(TE( 1,4 ), I---\11N21) 
78E CCNIINLE 
WRITE (6.770) NYl 
77C FOFNAT(//,,CX,IBCUNDARY FCINTS CN J LINES FOR NEARER SURFACE OF 
I CUTER BOUNDARY'/,12X.'(CVART FRCV J= 2 TC J=',13.' P" 
AFITE(6,800)(TEX(I,J),J 2.NYl) 
WFITE(6.7EC) NYl 
780 FCgOAT(//,CX.NBOLNDARY PCINTS ON J LINES FC FARThER SURFACE OF 
I CLIER BCLNCARY"/,12X.'(STAPT FRCM J= 2 TO J=I" , ) 
WFITE(6,ECC )(TBX(2, J) ,J=2 ,Yl)
 




7E5 FCFMAT(//,,CXIBOLNDARY POINIS CN J LINES FOR NEARER SURFACE CF
 




7SC FCOWAT(//,1OX,'BCUNOARY FEINTS Cl' J LINES FOR FART)-ER SURFACE OF 

























IF(AES(X-X1(J) ) .LE.O.COC 3i 11=141
 










I F {,4 $()),,G .,0 .999 ,) ,.103 
103
 






























IF ((XR-X'(J)).GE.O.O00) 14=I 
IF(AES(XR-X4(J ) ) ,LE.C.CCCI ) 14=I 4+1
 








VJITE(6,875) J,TBX(1,J), ((I,J),1=I1 1,I33) ,TBX(3.J)
 
PITE(6,880 ) TEX(4,J).(T (I,J). 14.12).TBX(2,J) 
GC TO E65
 








EEC 	 FCRNAT(/1&x,'##u4#' ,3X,1 2F8.2) 
825 	 (CNTINUE
 












C NE% VALUE OF FILM CCCLANT TEWP 15 OBTAINED
 













C REASSIGNING C-AS TEMPS DOCWNSTREAM OF SLOT TO ORIG. VALLEE 
C 
C 

















C CETA11S ISCTi-EFMAL LINE LCCATIONS 
C 
940 WRITE(C,4$Z) 
945 FCSNAT(1l-1,,8X,' ISOTHEPMAL LINE LOCATIONS '/.SX.1*%I4XvtJ'.3X,QT*, 























































6E7 	 FCgNAI( .,//,i0)c,'EFFICIE$CY CF CCCLINGI,////) 
WFITE(6,74Z) NX1 
SF l'TE (6 ,690 )(EFF ( I,1),I=I,I\Xl) 
iF ITE (6,7.0 1NhX1
 





























































































































33 	 TBX(I,J) = 2400. 
C 
C REACS IN BCUNCARY PCINTS SET ANC TFE CCRRESPCNCING SECUENCE NUMBERS
 



















































































70 	 BYI(!IP(1) ).=Y4(MItI)~r 
PEtl(5,35) (XB(J) ,J=N31,NA1) 
RErAC(5,40) (IP( J),.J=N31,N41) 


































REAC (51SMH)( I-i,2)?,1=1,NXi) 







PEAO (5 SS5 ) (H)((4,J J=1\31,N AIU 









1075 FORMAT( IOFS.2) 
C REALS CCOLANT N.ASS FLCVA 
r 
PEAC(5,I1C) (.%ASC( 1,4), !=N11,N51) 









,or poo. QUALM' 





















120 FORMAT(//I,15X,'8LACE BGUNCARY PCINTS CCCRDINATES'/////17X,'CUTEP
 
















135 FORMAT('1%//15X,'INPUT DATA'//15X,'GAS TENPERATURE DISTRIEUTION
 






































150 FCRVAT(',2//15X,'INPUT CATA'//I1X,'HEAT COEFFICIENT DISTRIBUTION
 


















































175 FOR4AT('',!/15X,'!NPUT DATA',//15Xi,'VELCCITIES AT 

lCIAEATIC ALL TEJF IS TC EE CETERNINEC',//)
 




















WRITE(6,180) (VELG(NR,J)} J=2,N6) 










ISO FPMAT(//,15X,'PHYSICAL FARAIPETERS CF THE CRiC SYSTEM') 
WRITE(6,1S5) CXtY,NXCNXI 




IIN3=1,5,5X,5X,IN4= ,I5, vf5=,I,5,X,'N6=,I5,5X,'IN=,I5, 
25 , 'P=',15) 
WRITE (6,2C5) 
205 FCRYAT(//,15X,'PRCPERTIES OF THE ELACE AND THE COCLANT') 
WRNITE(6,210) LB,XK,CP 
210 FCRNAT(//15X,'LE=',F8.6,SX,'XK=',FB.6,SX,'CP=',F8.6) 





























235 FCRvAT(IH1,//,5X,'SUEROUTINE CURVE -OUTPUT- '//5X,'I=OCUTER BEUN
 




240 FORMAT( /,5X,'(E2,C2i IS THE PCINT ON THE BCUNLP'f. (B1,C1) AN
 
1D (E3,C3) ARE THE SURRCUNCING PCINTS ON ELACE. A,B,C, ARE THE COFF
 
2S'/5X ,'OF THE PAREOLIC CURVE Y=A+2'X+C*X*X',//,4XEIl,3X,'IP?,5x,



















745 FCRPAT(//,IOX,vBOUNCARY PCINTS CN I-LINES FOR LOWER SURFACE CF
 
I CUTER ECUNCARY'/12Xt'(START FRCW I=',I3,' To I=',I3,'i')
 
750 FORPAT(//,IOX,'BOLNOARY PCINTS ON I LINES FOR UPPER SURFACE CF
 
I CLTEP ECUNCAPY'/,12x,'(START FRCP I=',t3,' TO I=',I3,'P)
 
755 FCRtAT(//,IOX,'BCUNCAFY PCINTS CN I LINES FOR LUhER SURFACE OF
 
1 INNER BOUNCARY'/,12X,'(START FROM I=',I3' TO I:',3,' )*)
 
760 FORNA7(//,IOX,'ECUNCARY FCINTS CN I LINES FOR UPPER SURFACE OF
 
I INNER BOUNCARY'/,12X,'(START FPC I=',I13,' TO I',13,' )1)
 
770 FCPNAT(//,1OX,'2CUNCARY PCIITS ON J LINES FOR NEARER SURFACE OF
 
1 CUTER BOUNCARY'/,12X7'(START FRCW J= 2 TO J=',13,' )')
 
7EO FORYAT(//,1OX,IBCUNCARY PCINTS CN J LINES FOR FARTFER SURFACE OF
 
I CUTER EOLNCARN'/,12X,'(START FRO J= 2 TO J I3,' )')
 
785 FCRNAT(//,IOX,IBCUNCARY PCINTS CN J LINES FOR NEARER SUR.FACE OF
 
lINNER BCUNCARY 1/12X,'(START FRCO J=',13,' TO J=',13,' I')

7S0 FCRP'T(//,1X,'B-CUNCAFY PCINTS CN J LINES FOR FARThER SIURFACE OF
 












ORIGINAL PAGE IS 















C SUBROUTINE FINGS SI-1,SI-2,OEL-U,DEL-2. FOR EACH INTERICR PCINT AND 







IF(NP.EC.l) CC TO 7
 



































































iF(NP.E.i) GO TC 37
 




ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALTY 
GC TO 37
 



































































































































C SUEPOUTINE TO FINE ACJACENT TWO POTIS FOP THE POINT(82,C2) AND THEN 
C PASSES A CURVE Y=A+2>+CX2 AND DETEPHINES 4,2,C. 8,C COEFFICIENTS 





IF(I.EQ.1)C TO 25 
CC 10 N=1,NXO 
IF(ABES (P2-2,%UI ).)LE.CCGIAND.ASS(C-8YU)YLE.0.0-001 GO TO 12 
IC CONTINI.E 

























C C 	10 37
 






25- CC 30 M = 1,NXI 
IF BS3(82-eXI(M)),LE.0.a0001.AND.AES(C2-eYI(wu).LE.0ooo) GO TO 32 
30 CONTINLE 

















IF( .EQ.NI ) C3=BYI(1) 
IF(23.EQ.E2.ANC.C2.EC.C2)GC TO 35 



































C IN TFE PAIN PRCGRA GAS TEMPERATURE AT POINTS DOWNSTREAM FROM THE SLO
 







IF(NP.EC.1) GC TC 6
 







 GC TI 5
 




















CC TOC S 









































cc Ic IS 






























































































IF((FLOAT(- ) DY).GT.'2 { ) T(19J+1)=TB(I,2)
 




IF(T(IJ).LT.TV.AND.T(I,J+!).GE.T\V) GC TC 960
 




























































IF(Y1 CI) .CT .(FLOAT(J- I )*DY ) ) T(I.J)=TB(Iv I) 
IF((FLCAT(C )*DY).GT.Y3(I)) T(IJ+I)=TB(I,3) 
IF(T(I,J).LT.TV.AND.T(IJ+1).GE.Tv) GO TO 970 
IF(T(IJ).CE,TV.AND.T(IJ1+)LT.TV) GO TO 97C 
GC TO 975 
97G FX=(T(I,J )-TV)/(T(I ,J)-T(1,J+1)) 
CALL ISOTH(II ,I.J,DXDYFX) 







CC 985 II=ILI.IHI 
CO 9E2 J=IC,ID 
TV=FLCAT ( I I ) 
IF(Y4(I).GT.(FLOAT(J-1)*CY)) T(I,JJ=TE(E,4) 
IF((FLOAT(J-1)*D).GT.'f2(I)) T(IJ+I)=TB(I ,2) 
IF(T(I.,J).LT.TV.AND.T(1I,J41).GE.TV) GO TO 980 
IF(U(I.J).GE.TV.AND.T(I,.J+1).LT.TV) GO TO 980 
CC TO 9d2
 
9C RX=(T(IJ)-TV)/(T(I ,J)-T (I,J4I1))
 
CALL ISOTh( IIIJ,ODXD',F )







































































































































































































































PI.NO. X Y 


























































































































































4641 1.11aoAC t. odoao q.i0000a.oTsooa 4641 1.1030001.1500CC 0.100000c.1sOOo 
A8 1;224999 Q050000 40 1.1139S 0.2CC00 
45 l.2A9S C.0220CC • 41 I.0g595 0.225000 
50 1.270000 0.050000 50 1.0659S 0.250oo 













54 1.200000 0.168000 54 1.009999 0.4J0000 
5 1.18100C 0.2cccuo 55 I.C0OOC 0.423000 
5 1.1o50000 0.250000 56 0.9e6000 0.450000 
5 1.122999 0.300000 57 0.961000 0.500000 
58 1.059999 0.337000 55 0.950000 0.518000 
5 1.cl2z9s 0.350000 59 0.933000 0.550000 
60 1.062000 0.4CCOC0 60 0.050(0 0.600000 
61 1.04q999 0.4250C0 61 0.9000c0 0.605000 
62 1.037599 0.450000 62 0.876000 0.650000 
62 I.CCCoo 0.5CCC0 63 O.05C0GO 0.10000 
£4 .tC00000 0.516000 64 0.822000 0.50000 
£5 C.S82000 0.55000C 65 C.800000 0.153000 


























12 0.851000 0.800000 72 0.677000 1.04959 
13 0.f50CC0 0.8C2C00 13 0.54000 1.099999 











11 0.781oo o.95oooo 27 0.600000 .21S'59 
1a 0.15oo0 1.00ooo 78 0.585000 t.249999 
75 0.150000 1.o1000 79 0.561000 1.21999 
60 C.1360100 1.009999 80 0.550000' 1.316000 13 
61 0.713000 1.099955 81 0.528000 1.3459999 
e2 0.700000 1.131000 E2 0.5CC&O 1.364999 
E3 C.E1COO 1.150000 83 0.485000 1.400000 40 
84 0.670000 1.200000 84 0.45000 1.427999 
85 C.E50000 1.245999 85 0.412000 1.450000 
E6 -0.625000 1.2S999' 86 0.40.000 1.455000 
as 0.°6C00C 1.34000 09 0.250000 1.462900 
E1EE61 C.eCCOOC0.5980000.564&0C0 1.3449S'1.3499991,40C000 E18809 O.zsOOcn0.3000000.25OCC0 1.46500.4695991.462999 
S0 0.550000 1.415000 90 0.21000 1.450000 
it 0.523000 1.45000 SI 0.200000 1.443999 
92 0.500000 1.46iC00 92 0.150000 1.412999 
53 0.453000 1.4959S9 93 0.138000 1.4000CC 
94 0.450000 1.50099 94 0.100000 1.349999 
i5 0.4C0000 1.521000 
Se 0.350000 1.533000 
SI 0.300000 1.535SS5 
58 0.250000 1.526t99 
S9 0.200000 1.5i1000 
iCC 0.180000 1.459955 
101 0.150000 1.4830CC 
IC2 0.104000 1.4500CC 
IC3 0.100000 1.441cc0 
104 C.C50000 1.400000 
105 0.0130OQ 1.3459S5 
IPtLI OATA 
GAS 	TE'PECATURE CISTPIEUTICN ON TI-C ELADE INNER AND CUTER SURFACE
 
BCUCAPY POINTS CN I-LINES fPA LCIEO SURFACE OF OUTER OCUNtARY
 
(S4AT FRCV I 2 TO I- 261
 
2760.00 2760.00 2760.00 2760.00 2760.00 2760.00 2760.00 2760.00 2760.00 2760.00 2760.00 2760.00 2760.00 2760.Oo 2760.00
 
2160.CC 2160.00 2760.00 21M0.00 2160.00 2160.00 2760.00 2760.00 2160.00 2760.00
 
eLUNCAQY POINTS ON I LIKES FOR UPPER SURFACE OF OUTER EOUNCARY
 
(STAFT FRCI' I- 2 TC 1= 263
 
*4 	 2760.00 2760.00 2760.00 2760.00 2760.00 2760.00 2760.00 2760.00 2760.00 2760.00 2760.00 2160.00 2?60.00 2760.00 2760.00 
2160.00 2710.00 2760.00 2710.C0 2760.00 2760.00 2760.00 2760.00 2760.00 2160.00 
EEUNCAPY FCINTS ON I LINES FCR LOWER SURFACE OF INNER BOUNDARY
 
(lAP? FRCP 1- 3 TC 1- 24 3
 
1540.C0 1540.00 1540.00 1540.00 1540.00 3540.00 1540.00 1540.00 1540.00 1540.00 1540.00 1540.00 1540.00 1540.00 1540.00
 
I540.CC 154C.CO 1540.00 1540.0 1540.00 1540.00 1540.00
 
SPOCUNCAPY PCINTS Ch I LIKES FC UFPER SURFACE CF INNER BOUNDARY 
(STAPT FROM 1- 3 TO t- 24 1 
1340.CC 154C.0 1540.00 1540.00 1540.00 1540.00 1540.00 1540.00 1540.00 1540.00 1540.00 1540.00 1540.00 1540.O0 1540.00 
3540.CC 1540CO 1540.00 140.CO 1'40.00 1540.00 1540.00 
ECUNCARY POINTS CN'J LIKES FOP NEARER SURFACE CF CUTER EOUNCAnY
 
(START fRC J- 2 TC J- 31 1
 
2160.00 2160.00 2160.00 2760.C0 2160.00 2160.00 2160.00 2760.00 2760.00 2160.00 2160.00 2760.00 2760.00 2760.00 276000
 
2160.00 2760.00 270.00 2760.00 2760.00 2760.00 2160.00 2160.00 2760.00 2760.00 2760.00 2760.00 2760.00 2760.00 2760.00
 
ECUNCARY POINTS CN J LINES FOR FATVIER SURFACE OF OUTER BOUNDARY
 
MSAIRY FPEO' J- 2 IC J- 31 3
 
2160.0 2760.00 2760.00 2760.00 2760.00 2760.00 2760.00 2760.00 2160.00 2760.00 2760.00 2760.00 2760.00 2760.09 2760.00
 
2160.CC 2760.00 2760.00 216000 2660.00 2160.00 2760.00 2160.00 2160.00 2760.00 2760.00 2760.00 2760.00 2740.09 2760.00
 
BCLNOARY POINTS ON J LIKES FCR NEARER SURFACE OF INNER BOUNDARY
 
(START FAC' J- 3 TC J- 20 

1540.00 1 40.CO 1540.00 1540.00 1540.00 1540.00 1540.00 1540.00 1540.00 1540.00 1540.00 t540.00 1540.00 1540.00 1540.00 
140.OO 1540.00 1540.00 150.00 1 B0.001540.00 154O.00 1540.00 1540.00 1540.00 1540.00 1540.00 1540.00 
ECUNCAPY POINTS ON J LINES FOP FARTPER SURFACE OF INNER ECUNCARY
 
1PAT PROP J- 3 TC J- 30 3
 
1540.00 1540.00 1540.00 1540.00 1540.00 1540.00 1540,00 1540.00 1540.00 1540.00 1540.00 1540.00 1540.00 1540.00 1540.00 
1540.C0 1-40.00 1540.00 1540.,10 1540.00 1540.00 1540.00 1540.40 1940.00 1540.00 154000 1540.00 1540.00 
IKPLT DATA
 




PCINTS C4 I-LINES FUP LCER SURFACE 
FROM I 2 TO t- 261 
(F CUTER DOUNCARY 
144.51 2.40 2.12 1.09 1.90 1.64 1.7 1.14 1.69 1.67 1.60 I.74 1.04 2.06 2.24 
2.38 2.53 2.81 3.27 3.E5 4.31 4.69 1.94 5.17 5.28 
ECUNCAPY POINTS ON I LINES FCR UPPER SURFACE OF CUTER BOUNDARY 
(STAPT FROC I 2 7O I 26) 
4* 4.51 4.06 4.58 5.14 5.63 5.94 6.11 6.22 .6.31 6.37 6.39 6.35 6.26 6.08 5.92 
.1e 5.67 !.575.41 !.40 3.33 5.28 5.24 5.21 5.21 
BCUNCAPV PCIITS CN I LINES FOR LOV.ER SURFACE OF INNER BOUNDARY 
(SliP? FPCF 1- 3 TC I 24 1 
9.03 8.19 5.56 !.A2 5.49 5.56 5.42 5.56 5.21 3.47 2.08 1.39 1.39 1.53 1.72 
1.51 2.08 2.36 . 2.!1 2.78 2.78 2.78 
OCUEAPY PCINTS CN I LINES FOR UPPER SURFACE OF INNER BOUNDARY 
(WlART FPCP 1- 3 TC 1- 24 1 
H 0.89 5.56 5.42 5.49 5.56 !.42 5.56 5.42 5.56 5.49 5.21 3.33 1.80 1.39 1.51 
3.72 1.01 . 2.12 2.4S 3.99 4.62 4.94 
BCtNCARV PCINTS CN J LINES FCR NEARER SURFACE OF CUTER BOUNDARY 
(SLANT FROM J- 2 TO J 31 1 
5.24 5.10 4,86 4.61 4.31 3.99 3.63 3.06 2.81 2.57 2.47 2.37 2.26 2.13 2.04 
1.62 1.78 1.12 1.f8 1.67 1.67 1.71 1.71 1.08 6.28 6.67 6.30 4.51 4.06 5.08 
OCUNCARY POINTS ON J LIKES FOR FARTHER SURFACE OF OUTER BOUNOARY 
(ISAPI FPCV J- 2 TC J- 31 3 
5.21 5.21 5.21 5.22 5.24 5.26 5.28 5.31 5.35 5.38 5.44 5.47 5.51 9.56 5.60 
5.(4 5.72 5.78 5.82 5.88 5.S4 6.01 6.11 6.18 6.26 6.32 6.35 6.39 6.30 6.31 
CUNCAPY PCINTS ON J LIKES FC NEARER SURFACE Of INNER BOUNOARY 
(SlAPT FnOM J- 3 IC J- 30 1 
2.78 2.78 2.70 2.78 2.70 2.64 2.49 2.29 2.10 1.90 1.68 1.75 1.61 1.11 1.39 
1.3S 1.39 I.8 2.16 3.0s 5.21 5.56 9.49 5.56 8.68 0.80 6.94 5.42 
8CUNCAPY POINTS ON J LINES FOR FAPTHER SURFACE CF INNER OCUNDARY 
(WTART FOCm J- 3 TO J- 30 3 
3.10 4.e6 4.69 4.40 4.17 2.64 2.53 2.40 2.22 2.05 1.94 1.01 1.70 .61 1.49 
1.3s 1.39 1.39 3.e 2.,13 -. 1.19 -3,96 9.1-1 5.42 9.96.4- -!.2- .9.56 9.36 
INFUT CATA
 
CCCLANT MASS FLOW DISIf4IBtICh
 
2CUNhAPY PCIMTS ON I LINE$ FOR LOWER SURFACE OF INNER BOUNDARY
 
tSIAPT FROP 1- 3 IC 1- 22 )
 
0.0 4.4100 6.3700 6.3700 8.3300 e.3300 10.2900 10.2900 12.2500 12.2500 26.4600 26.4600 26.4600 26.4600 26.4600
 
26.46CC 2e.46OC 26.4600 26.4600 26.4600
 
BCUkPCAPV PCI1TS CH I LINES FCA UPPER SURFACE OF INNER BOUNDARY
 
(J7APT FRCH 1 3 YO 1- 22 1
 
0.0 4.4100 6.3700 6.3700 0.4300 8.3300 10.2900 10.2900 12.2500 14.2100 26.4600 26.4600 26.4600 26.4600 26.4600 
26.4600 26.4600 26.4600 26.4600 2d.i00 
IMPT DATA
 
VELCCITIES AT PCINTS WHERE ADIAOAIIC hALL TENP IS TO BE DETERMINED
 
eCUiNAPY PCINTS CN I-LINES FCR LCOIEF SURFACE OF OUTER BOUNDARY 
(SlART FRCP 1- 22 TC 1- 26) 
1641.66 1E35.0 2030.00 2266.00 2416.00
 
ECUNCAVY POINTS CM J LINES FOR NEARER SURFACE OF OUTER BOUNDAV 
ISIAPT FRP J. 2 IC J 6 
23-0.00 2150.00 1975.00 1796.66 1641.66 1400.00 12IU.33
 
INPUT CATA 
PHYSICAL PARANEVERS CF THE GRIO SYSTEI' 














N6. a Nva 13 Nipc 0 
PPCPERIIES OF TPE BLADE AND THE COOLANT 
L8-0.339000 XK-C.S37500 CPO,270200 





CPC- 0.26059990TO VISCC-0.2690299080O-04, FLOC 0.2602 
COE- 1.000 SUHM. 0.020 hTEU 100 INAa 300 
I 
SLEPOLlIhE CLPVE -CUIPLI­
1lOCCLIEP BEUNCDRYo It,IEP DCUNCAPY
 
IP 9CtPCAPV FEINT NINEEFI
 
IS TPE POINT CN TPE eCUN0APY. (81,CIl AND (83,031 ARE THE SURROUNDING PCINTS ON E2A0E. A4,0C ARE THE COEFS
 (82,02) 

CF 1HE FtPECLIC CUPVE V.A4Vt)4C*)
 






























































































































































































1.22700 1.26409 -0.69665 3.17683 
1.35CU0 1.32936 1.64925 -4.7201 
1.22600 1.25900 -0.52005 1.)9997 
1.30000 100.00000 100.00000 100.00000 
1.31400 100.00000 100.0000 100.00000 
1.40000 '1.33539 1.46772 -3.51010 
1.21900 1.21100 0.28003 -1.19994 
1.26900 1.32672 -0.190t1 -0.54251 
1.40000 1.09588 3.23474 -7.47174 
1.45000 1.34445 1.22121 -1.98394 
1.20500 1.20500 0.34999 -1.39997 
1.2E100 1.41100 -1.15004 2.20009 
1.41300 1.24458 1.49955 -2.51620 
1.50000 1.28272 1.79873 -3.28668 
1.20000 1.21475 0.26279 -1.20549 
1.25000 1.21022 '0.65697 -1.81558 
1.45000 1.24581 1.47579 -2.42940 
1.51100 1.37700 0.95017 -1.40001 
1.16400 1.20429 0.28724 -1.14973 
1.21900 1.23242 0.49882 -1.54046 
1.46300 1.30799 1.01994 -1.59976 
1.52100 1.30201 1.49987 -2.39964 
1.15000 1.C1939 1.43214 -2.91105 
1.20000 1.24761 0.40591 -1.39434 
1.47000 1.20299 1.67014 -2.60023 
1.,3c0 1.36496 1.11009 -1.80008 
1.10000 -0.61078 9.59536 -13.07059 




























































































































































































































-0.04059 5.56063 -6.58823 
0.47525 4.72607 -5.81518 
1.25980 1.60635 -2.37983 
1.55580 -0.79414 -0.55896 
3.41223 -7.14569 5.11920 
2.97744 -4.54135 2.76692 
0.5889 4.31923 -5.09615 
3.04900 -5.83246 3.68586 
0.04511 4.59130 -5.10435 
2.40039 -1.98438 -0.01563 
12.46875 -34.54544 26.72726 
3.17572 -5.;6721 3.57377' 
1.81919 -1.41739 -0.00870 
-18.47290 63.29166 -51.04166 
-1.96834 12.18037 -11.12732 


























ITEfATlCi- I ERCRs O.Ile14E 07 
11EPA1ICh- 2 EPPCR. 0.65C.CAE 06 
ItEPh11t. 3 EPRCP- 0.23859E 06 
ITEPATlCN= 4 EPRCR- 0.12121E 06 
IIEFPIICN= EPCR- 0.1!721E 05 
IIEFAIICN- 6 EPRCP- 0.54534E 05 
ITEPATICh- 7 ERRCR= 0.41626E 05 
IIEPAIIC- 8 EPPCR- 0.32352E 05 
1lEPATIChr 9 ERRCP. 0.2543?l 05 
ITEFAT1C$= FQRCR= 0.2011SE 05 
IIEPAIICN. 11 EPnCf- 0.15 52E 05 
I1EPhTICN' 12 ERCR- 0.Il5ii 05 
ITCPrTICN. 13 ERRCR. 0.10158E 05 
IIEPAItCN. 1 ERRCP 0.817E41E 04 
IIEPATICh. 
|IEFAh7C - 16 
ERPCRn 0.656gE 04 
EfRCP= 0.!2556E C4 
IIEPATTrN= 17 EPPCPs 0.42614E 04 
!IEFATICN' 18 EPRCR= C.344C5E 04 
1IIC IhCh..1 EPRCR- 0.2761')E 04 
17EPAIlCN' EPRCR- 0.22517E 04 
-ItEVA1!C' 21 ERRCRu 0.18242C 04 
I1EPAIICN. 22 EPRCP- O.IT87E 04 
I7E ATICN, 23 EORCRx O.IISSIE 01 
IIEF6ZICf. 24 EqPCP= 0.91247E 03 
IIFRAIIC' SCPRC 0.18858E 03 
H ITECATIC= 26 ERRCRt 0.625 03 
(A IIEPATIC- 27 
ITEqAhICQ - 28 
EPPCR= 0.510085 03 
ERRCP. 0.4146E 03 
ITERATICh= 29 EPlO-s 0.3SZ.tE 03 
IUERIIC- ERPCP- 0.27432E 03 
IIEPAIICN. 31 EPRCR= 0.22151E C3 
IIEFAIICt= 32 EPfCR= 0.17E16E 03 
IIEPA1I1C0 33 EPPCR 0.1446E 03 
ITEPATICh. 34 ERRCQ (.1I!SSE 03 
IIEP~A1Ch' EPPCP= 0.13221E 02 
IIEPAlICK= 16 ERICQ- 0.148IE 02 
I1EFATIC6- 37 ERQCRc O.LOIISF 02 
IIERAIICN. 38 EiACR- 0.48218E 02 
ITEPAIICN. 39 FPRCRs O.38641F 02 
I1EPAIIC' EPPCR- 0.3046E 02 
IIEAItCh. 41 EPRCAn 0.24162F 02 
ITEPATICNu 42 FfRCR. O.15ECIE 02 
IIFFAIICtw 43 E PCR= 0.15e27E 02 
I1EPAIICN. 44 EPRCa- 0.12647E 02 
ITEQATICN. EPPCR. 0.10I07F 02 
IIEPbIICh- 46 ERSCR- 0.8p5E 01 
I1EPAIICf. 47 EPRCR- 0.64427E 01 
IIERATICl- 48 EPRCR- 0.51459E 01 
lTEPAItCh 49 EPPCR. 0.41113E 01 
ITERATICta ERROR- 0.32171E O 
IIEPAIICI' 51 EPRCSC 0.26174E 01 
I1EnAIlCh. 52 ERRCRs 0.2C38E 01 
ITECbllCh 53 ERRG- 0.16717E 01 
I1EPAIICN. 54 EPPCR- 0.133455 O 
ITEPAICh. EARCR.= 0.10656E 01 
IlEPA710T 56 EPRCR- O.e"39E 00 
IIFUA1ICN- 57 ElR' 0.6EI3E 00 
ITEPATIC$* 50 ERPOR- 0.!4222E 00 
IIEPAII . 59 EPRCU* 0.43450E 00 
I1ESAIICE. ERRCR' 0.34733F 00 
1-NATRIXCIVES ALL INTEPICR PCINTS.flITIAL SETTING OF T tS 1600.0 
CMLY 1iOSE INSIDE eLADE ARE CHANGEC ANC ILL GE DIFFERENT FROP 1600.00 
j 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 10 11 12 13 14 I5 
16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 
I 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 24M0.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 
24C0.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 24GO.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2333.60 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 
240C.C 24(C.00 
2 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 24GO.GO 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 
240C.CC 24CO.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2255.86 2181.92 2145.65 2099.64 2400.00 
24C0.CC 24CC.00 
3 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.0 24C0.00 2400.00 24O.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2100.00 2400.00 
24(0.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 240C.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2101.14 1992.52 1816.01 1996.63 2400.00 
24 0.CO 2400.00 
4 2400.00 4CO.OC 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 k400.00 2400.00 
2400.00 240.00 2400.00 2406.00 2400.00 24C0.0 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2002.86 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2095.87 
240c.C 24cC.C0 
5 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 24C0.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.60 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 
2400.00 24C0.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 24(0.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 1958.21 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2087.57 
H 22.3.2E 24(G.CC 
FH 6 400.V0 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 
4(C.CC 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 1931.79 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 
222SEE 24(C.00 
1 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 
2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.C 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 1953.31 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 
2221.17 24C0.00 
8 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 
2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 1912.25 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 
f3.51 24(C0.CC 
9 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 240o.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 
24C0.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 24C0.00 2400.00 1906.22 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 
2260.63 240C.00 
10 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 0 
24C0.00 240.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 1903.64 1053.21 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2226.25 
2342.El 24(C.00 
it 2400.0C 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 
24c0.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 1931.61 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2196.00 2310.240 .  CO00. ."­
12 Z400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 
2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2000.e1 2006.G 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2199.46 2308.93 2400.00 
2400.CC 240C.00 
13 2400.00 2400.002400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 
2400.0C 2400.00 2400.00 2109.41 2090.16 2400.00 240.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2158.02 2240.16 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 
2400.00 24C0.00 
14 24C0.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2100.00 2400.00 
24AC.00 2400.00 2180.76 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2256.12 2290.96 2296.84 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 
2400 .0 24(0.00 
GAS TEMPERATURE OISTRIBUTICN CN TIlE LADE INNER AND CUTER SURFACE 
eCUNCAPY POINTS CN I-LINES FOR L0WER SURFACE OF OUTER BOUNCRY 
(START ROP I 2 IC 1- 26 ) 
* 2760.00 2760.00 2160.00 2760.00 2760.00 2760.00 2760.00 2760.00 2760.00 2760.00 2760.00 2760.00 2760.00 2760.00 2760.00 
2160.C0 2760.00 2760.00 216C.00 2760.00 1765.57 1765.57 1765.57 1865.15 1927.43 
BCUCAFY POINTS ON I LINES FOR UPFEO SURFACE OF CUTER OCUNCRY 
(STAFT FROP I= 2 TO I 26 1 
4 2760.00 2760.00 2760.00 2760.00 2760.00 2760.00 2760.00 2760.00 2760.00 2760.00 2760.00 2760.00 2760.0b 2760.00 2760.00 
2760.C0 2760.CO 2760.00 2760.00 216C.0 2760.00 2760.00 2160.00 2760.00 2760.00 
ICUKCARY POINTS CN I LI6ES FOR LO6ER SURFACE OF INNER BOUNDARY 
(ST FRYOP I= 3 TO I- 2A I 
1540.00 1601.52 1608.47 1626.05 1617.64 1629.92 1623.05 1633.28 1624.99 1635.81 1671.22 1608.05 1702.34 1712.81 1721.87 
1731.61 17A1.95 1753.34 17165.55 1!40.00 154C.00 1540.00 
H
U)LI 
BCUNCARY PChTS CN I LINES FOR UPPER SURFACE OF INNER BOUNDARY 
(START FREY I 3 IC I 24 3 
1540.C0 1605.92 1609.84 1636.13 1633.40 1654.e6 1650.34 1669.84 1667.47 1669.75 1671.22 1688.05 1702.34 1712.61 1721.67 
1131.1 1741.95 1753.34 1765.55 1765.57 17t5.51 1165.57 
DOCUNCAY PCIhTS Ch J LINES FOP NEARER SURFACE OF CUTER BOUNDARY 
(START FRCO J= 2 1C J= 31 3 
1900.16 1827.17 1765.57 1765.57 1165.57 1765.57 1765.57 2760.00 2760.00 2760.00 2760.00 2760.00 2760.00 2760.00 2760.00 
2760.00 2760.00 2760.00 271.0.00 2160.00 2760.00 2760.00 2760.00 2760.00 2760.00 2760.00 2760.00 2760.00 2760.00 2760.00 
BOUNDARY POINTS CN J LINES FOP FARTHER SURFACE OF CUTER BOUNDARY 
(STAFT FRC J= 2 TC J= 31 1 
21 0.C0 2760.00 2760.00 2760.00 2760.00 2760.00 2760.00 2760.00 2760.00 2760.00 2760.00 2760.00 2760.00 2760.00 2760.00 
2760.00 2760.00 2760.00 2760.00 2160.00 2760.00 2760.00 2760.00 2760.00 2760.00 2760.00 2760.00 2760.00 2760.00 2760.00 
BCUCAPY POINTS CN J LINES FOP NEARER SURFACE OF INNER BOUNDARY (ISART FROM J' 3 T0 J= 30 1 
154a.00 1540.00 1540.00 1540.00 1765.55 1765.55 1753.34 1741.'95 1741.95 1731.61 1721.07 1721.87 1712.81 1702.34 1702.34 
16E805 1611.22 1611.22 1635.01 1624.99 1633.28 1623.05 1629.92 1626.05 1540.00 1540.00 1540.00 1608.47 
BCUNCARY PCIITS Ch J LINES fOP FAPTE SURFACE OF INNER BGUNDARY 
(START FROM J- 3 TO J= 30 3 
1165.57 1765.57 1765.57 1765.57 1765.57 1765.57 1765.57 1765.55 1765.55 1753.34 1753.34 1741.95 1741.95 1731.61 1721.87 
1121.81 1712.81 1712.81 1112.81 1702.34 1702.34 1686.05 1688.05 1671.22 1671.22 1669.75 1667.47 1669.04 
TEkFEPATUVE CISTRIBUTION CN T$E OCUNCARY
 
SCUNEARY POINTS ON I-LINES FOR LOWEP SURFACE OF CUTER BCUNURY
 
(START FROP 1- 2 TC 1- 26 8
 
* 	 2271.97 2133.44 2040.33 20C5.50 1999.09 1970.12 1950.56 1920.24 1927.80 1971.12 2068.61 2139.47 2225.46 2246.73 2295.20 
2295.75 2313.64 2392.89 23(9.E5 2160.01 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2246.4S 2287.32 
eCUCKAPY PCIhTS CN I LIKES FOR UPPER SURFACE OF OUfEl BOUNDRY
 
(SIAPI FRCM 1- 2 T 1- 26 1
 
* 	 2099.64 2099.64 2199.12 2267.69 2306.02 2330.80 2342.52 2316.23 2345.40 2352.12 2342.27 2278.67 2296.84 2354.52 2523.31 
2546.4S 2562.51 2524.65 248E.54 2446.68 2379.60 2318.13 2332.20 2341.65 2376.58 
BCUKCARY PCINTS CN I LINES FOR LkE0 SURFACE OF INNER BOUNDARY
 
(START FRCP I= 3 TO 1- 24 I
 
1564.'.' 1517.57 1925.76 1914.34 1892.72 1887.71 1871.10 1853.27 1674.44 1962.43 2077.11 214a.73 2210.82 2226.76 2256.72 
2259.,A0 2220.23 2227.38 262.64 240.CO 24CC.00 2400.00 
H OCUNCARY POINTS ON I LINES FOR LPFEP SURFACE OF INNER SOUNCARY
 
w, (START FROM 1- 3 TC I- 24 1
 
1875.01 1982.40 2070.26 2122.10 2141.22 2164.90 2162.32 2173.86 2167.65 2119.41 2124.46 2261.97 2436.80 2474.10 248.085 
2460.25 2413.16 2345.13 231S.53 2221.64 2222.4e 22C8.61 
CUNCARY PCINTS CN J LINES FOR NEARER SLRFACE OF OUTER BOUNCARY
 
WAFRT FPC J= 2 IC J- 31 1
 
2281.42 2400.O 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.0 2564.93 2381.37 2381.37 2353.27 2304.79 2295.57 2295.57 2210.96 2236.10 
2236.10 2182.47 2104.04 2104.04 2019.87 1949.4f 1924.02 1939.40 1584.91 2340.34 2333.60 2352.32 2099.64 2099.56 2231.61 
BOUNCABY POINTS CN J LINES FOR FARTIER SURFACE OF OUTER BOUNDARY
 
(SIART FRC J= 2 TO J- 31 1
 
2367.'1 2354.66 2369.99 2345.94 2350.45 2360.00 2349.90 2408.46 2412.40 2457.69 2447.26 2496.53 2492.20 2538.22 2536.21
 
2571.14 2545.72 2577.34 253S.35 2!64.75 2521.55 2503.69 2393.78 2388.13 2302.56 2322.78 2301A92 2345.98 2350.44 2345.13
 
BCUNCAPY POINTS ON J LINES FOR NEARER SURFACE OF INNER BOCUNOARY
 
(S7APT FRCP J= 3 TO J- 30 1
 
2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2400.00 2760.01 2333.97 2334.32 2341.52 2271.05 2249.23 2265.6t 2245.57 2202.35 2215.18 
2173.35 2050.37 2054.58 2000.13 1902.20 1854.12 1844.94 1887.03 1910.06 1936.84 1875.01 1926.65 2084.42 
8CUCARY POINTS CN J LINES FOP FARTEfl SURFACE OF INNER BOUNDARY
 
(STAPI FRCO J= 3 TC J- 30 )
 
2206.44 2210.31 2212.65 2195.57 2226.05 2299.52 2325.77 2358.36 2369.68 2408.16 2416.14 2458.68 2462.01 2491.67 2462.07 
21gB.15 214.11 2414.57 2437.95 2341.32 2273.00 2187.54 2142.20 2108.2? 2131.96 2155.52 2158.29 2166.33 
TEPPERTURE DISTRIBUTION INSIDE THE BLADE AND ON ITS SURFACE 
J= 
31 2237.61 2235.28 2229.88 2231.77 2253.91 2250.63 2342.01 2345.13 
30 2C99.56 2CS5.67 2087.57 2064.42 
ANNfl 2166.33 2226.25 2310.24 2350.44 
2s 2099.k4 1996.63 I526.65 
4*04N 2158.29 2196.t0 230e.93 2345.98 
28 2352.32 2145.69 1075.01 
Ak##a 2155.52 2159.46 2301.52 
27 2333.60 2101.S2 1'92.52 1936.84 ' 
A&kPk 2131.98 2240.1f 2322.70 
. 26 2340.34 2255.86 2101.74 2002.86 1958.21 1931.79 1918.08 
*09Nq 2108.27 2158.02 2302.54 
25 1S4.S1 1553.31 1912.25 1e7.03 
M 2142.20 225e.96 2388.13 
24 1931.40 1506.22 1644.54 
ookA* 2187.54 22S6.12 2353.18 
23 1924.02 I03.14 1854.12 
*0*00 2273.00 2432.48 2503.89 
22 149.46 131.67 1502.20 
hokho 2341.32 2419.01 2527.55 
21 2(15.e7 2C06.41 2M00.53 
0"Nq 2437.S5 2530.22 2564.15 
20 2104.04 2CG0.76 2054.52 
O00*0 2474.01 2502.74 2539.35 
1s 2104.04 2109.41 2090.37 
D8*040 2448.19 245E.76 2563.54 2977.34 
le 2162.47 2100.76 2173.39 
no*0f 2490.15 2520.S3 2543.12 
ISOTFM80AL LINE LOCATIONS
I .s I , - I 7 - 2 raI/c 
2 28 2100 214t.t931 2095.4254 C.12 
2 It ;ICI 2145lS3J 209'..6296 0.9705 
.. at .1c; 22'' .142 2044.tZ d C.q~t7 
a 26 E IC3 iIt. ,.',31 Pfl9,%.o2 t. 0 o170 
I f3212(4 2 1'tE.tcYS13 20 , .62S6 a.Io b J 
2 28 I0 21 '. .v2 20.4t6 C.et6 
2 .a 2106 214 .C.31 2C,4. 39d Cot069 
a t .*1(72t4E.8412 2Cl;9.6256 G.61,32 
2 28 21C 21E.tS31 205.t2i C.811!5 
2 2E 2IC9 2145.6%31 2099.6256 0.7968 
2 2E2110 2145.CS31 2099.6246 0.7750 
2 28 2111 2348,.623 2094.t2SE C.7523 
2 2E 2112 2145.6931 201)9.6296 0.7316 
2 2H 2114 214S.6921 20"S.EZ6 Co67C2 
2 223114 2145.6931 2009.6246 0.62 
2 S28 232520 2116 234 .633134,4S1 204S.63S620,9;.629 0.66053C.4448 
2 2 2117 2145.6131 2099.6396 0.62.0 
2 26 2118 2145. 21 2044.6356 0.6013 
2 28 2119 2134E.931 209;.6i54 C.!756 
2 2e 2120 2145.t031 2099.63;6 0.5579 
2 a8 i111 21't.4521 2046.89i C.5362 
2 28 2122 2145.691 2099.6:2SO C.5145 
a 2( 2312 214E.C31 2015.6316 0.492 
2 22 2124 2145.(531 2055.6214 C.4710 
2 2 2125 2145.4931 2099.6396 0.4493 
2 a( 21 d 2314t5.8931 209S.6396 0.4276 
w 2 28 2327 2145.6931 2094.43s246 C.A 
L 2 26 2120 2145.4931 2099.6396 0.3042 
2 28 11329 21-4521 2099.4256 C.3425 
2 28 21J0 2145.6931 209S.6254 0.2405 
2811221 214'.4631 2044.t2S6 0.3190 
2 2e 2132 234'.4 323 209s. t2 s6 C. 2973 
a 26 2134 214S.6921 209.6396 0.239 
a at 2123 2145.6931 2u99.6396 0.2e39 
2 20 2135 2145.6931 2095.42S4 0.2122 
2 28 2136 145.6931 2099.6396 0.2105 
2 2 137 214!.(131 2049.625d 0.138,0. 
2 " It ;I WS 21A .f 5311"1.10-P. flqd C.11.70 
£ 21 ;2.1 214L.tJI1 lAt% 0.1453 
2 20 ;140 21'.6t931 20s4.c2d C.12!6 
28 2141 2134.931 209.o3S6 0.1019 
2 at 2142 214E.C131 2195.63S6 0.0202 
2 28 2143 214E.CS31 2049s.tod C.058 
2 28 2144 2145.6931 2099.6396 0.0360 
2 2E ;14! £145492j1 2099.4296 C.01-1 
2 27 2146 2181.9190 2145.CS21 0.,915 
2 272 147 21E1.q180 2145.6S31 0.9639 
* 27 214e 21el.9180 2134.1.31 0.92d3 
9 27 2149 21E1.9100 2145.6S31 0.S087 
2 27 210 2163.110 2145.6S31 0.bol3 
2 27 2151 2181.9100 214t.tS21 0o.f5 
2 27 212 21t).9100 214.6921 0.6259 
2 27 ;I3 2181.S180 214!.t821 0.71;3 
2 27 2154 2181.9180 2145.421 0.7707 
s 27 216' 21(1.S18O 2145.6S31 0.7431 
2 27 2156~ 210l.91UO 2146.,131 C.7165 





























































































EFFICIENCY OF COOLING 
OCUNCARY POINTS GN I-LINES FCR LClEA SURFACE OF OUTER OCUNCRY 





















0.5667 0.5086 0.4381 0.4207 0.3810 
eCUNCAPY POINTS CN I LIKES FOR UPPER SLPFACE OF OUTER BOUNCRY 





















0.3424 0.3945 0.3796 0.332# 0.1940 
ECUNCAFY POINTS CN J LINES FOP NEARER SURFACE OF OUTER BOUNDARY 































-... OCUKCARY POINTS ON J LINES FOR FARTHER SUPFACE OF OUTER BOUNDARY 

































HEAT BALANCE EQUATIONS TO OBTAIN COOLANT TEMPERATURES
 
In this appendix, the equations governing the coolant tem­
perature distribution will be derived. A one-dimensional flow
 
analysis is performed down each inter tube-vane passage, account
 
being taken of the area changes, mass addition due to additional
 
impingement from the flanks of the tube and heat addition from
 
the vane walls. The temperature of the coolant inside the
 
impingement tube is assumed to be constant.
 
Referring to Figure 16, I=Nl and I=N7 are the I mesh lines
 
enclosing the impingement tube without intersecting it and
 
N71 = N7-1. To derive equations governing the temperature
 
distributions, consider the control volumes in the coolant flow
 
path. A typical control volume is made up of two consecutive
 
I mesh lines and two surfaces. The four types of control
 
volumes (CVi, CV2, CV3 and CV4) which are considered to cal­
culate the coolant temperature rise are shown in Figure 17.
 
The sketches illustrating the mass balance and heat balance
 
for control volumes are shown in Figures 18 and 19 respectively.
 
Consider first the control volume CVI, shown in Figure 19.
 




Influx of Influx of Rate of heat 
enthalpy at + enthalpy from + inflow from 












m(i,3)Cp TG(i,3) + Am(i,3)Cp TCOLN 
+ h(i,3) [TB(i,3) - TG(i,3)] As(i,3) LB 
= m(i+l,3)Cp TG(i+l,3) (b.1) 
where m(i,3) 
C = 
total mass of coolant entering the control 
volume at I mesh line per unit time (see 
Figure 18). 
specific heat of coolant at constant pressure. 
TG(i,3) = coolant temperature at I mesh line intersection 
point on the inner lower surface. 
Am(i,3) = coolant mass added to the control volume between, 
i and 1+1 mesh lines from the impingement tube, 
per unit time. 
TCOLN = temperature of the coolant in the impingement 
tube. 
h(i,3) = heat transfer coefficient at I mesh line inter­
section point on the blade inner lower surface. 
TB(i,3) = blade temperature at I mesh line intersection 
point on the blade inner lower surface. 
As(i,3) = surface distance between consecutive points on 
inner lower surface intersected by I mesh lines, 
(see Figure 18). 
LB = length of the blade. 
x(i+i,3) = total mass of coolant leaving the control volume 
at (I+l) mesh line per unit time. 
TG(i+!,3) = coolant temperature at (!+I) mesh line inter­
section point on the inner lower surface. 
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where Q(i,3) = h(i,3) [TB(i,3) - TG(i,3)] (b.3) 
Following the same procedure described above, a similar
 
equation can be obtained for the control volume CV2 shown in
 
Figure 19 as follows:
 









where the second subscript 'four' for the variables appearing
 




Referring to Figure 19, the blade inner upper and lower
 
surfaces and the mesh lines I=N7 and I=N71 define the boundaries
 
for the control volume CV3. The two streams of coolant coming
 
from the lower and upper surfaces of the impingement tube merge
 
at I=N71 line. The heat balance equation for this system
 
(CV) can be written as follows:
 
m(i,3)Cp TG(i,3) + m(i,4)C TG(i,4) + Q(i,3) As(i,3)LB
 
+ Q(i,4) As(i,4)LB 
= m(i+l,3)Cp TG(i+l,3) 
= M(i+l,4)Cp TG(i+I,4) (b.5) 
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Since, for I > N71, m(i+l,3) = m(i+l,4), equation (b.5) can
 
be rewritten as follows:
 
TG(i+l,3 = TG(i+l,4) 






Finally, the heat balance equation for the system CV4 shown
 
in Figure 19 can be written as follows:
 
m(i,3)Cp TG(i,3) + Q(i,3) As(i,3)LB + Q(i,4) As(i,4)LB 
= m(i+l,3)Cp TG(i+1,3) (b.7) 
Since, for I > N71, m(i+l,3) = m(i+l,4), equation (b.7) can
 
be rewritten as follows:
 
TG(i+l,3) = TG(i+l,4) = 





The equations (b.2), (b.4), (b.6) and (b.8) are incorporated
 
in the main program to calculate the coolant temperature rise
 
over an incremental length As.
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